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2 JOHN WELLIAVEETIL
1. Introduction
In this paper we study finite surjective morphisms between irreducible projec-
tive varieties over non-Archimedean real valued fields in terms of the morphisms
they induce between the analytifications of the varieties. As topological spaces
the analytifications are Hausdorff, compact and path-connected. The theorem we
prove implies that the induced morphism when viewed as a continuous map be-
tween topological spaces admits a certain uniform behaviour. Before stating the
theorem in full generality, we provide its motivation by considering the case of a
finite endomorphism of the projective line.
Let k be an algebraically closed, complete non-Archimedean real valued field
whose value group |k∗| contains at least two elements and is a sub group of (R>0, ∗).
Let P1,ank be the Berkovich analytification of the projective line P
1
k. The analytifi-
cation P1,ank allows us to use the valuative topology provided by the field to study
an algebraic endomorphism. For a point x ∈ P1k(k) ⊂ P
1,an
k , we have the notion
of a Berkovich closed disk or Berkovich open ball centred at x within the space
P
1,an
k which contains the naive closed or open disk around x. By the naive closed
(open) disk around x ∈ k of radius r ∈ R>0, we mean the set {y ∈ k||y − x| ≤ r}
({y ∈ k||y − x| < r}). As opposed to their naive counterparts, the Berkovich open
and closed disks are locally compact and contractible.
Let φ : P1k → P
1
k be a finite morphism. For a complete non-Archimedean real
valued algebraically closed field extension L/k, let φL denote the morphism
φ× idL : P
1
k ×k Spec(L)→ P
1
k ×k Spec(L).
The analytification of a k-variety of finite type (cf. Section 2.1) is functorial and
hence endomorphisms of the projective line will induce endomorphisms of its ana-
lytification. That is, the morphism φ induces a morphism
φan : P1,ank → P
1,an
k .
The morphism φanL is similarly defined and it is to be noted that φ
an
L = φ
an × idanL .
Our reason for introducing the morphism φL for a complete non-Archimedean
real valued algebraically closed field extension L/k is to deal with all points of the
analytification of the projective line over k and not just those points for which
H(x) = k (cf. 2.1.1). When discussing the points of the analytification of a k-
variety, we make use of the description outlined in Section 2.1. Let x ∈ P1,ank (L)
i.e. H(x) ⊂ L. The image of x ∈ P1,ank for the morphism π : P
1,an
k → P
1
k (cf. 2.1)
is an L-point of P1k. We abuse notation and refer to this point as x as well. The
pair x : Spec(L) → P1k and idL : Spec(L) → Spec(L) defines a closed point of the
variety P1k ×k Spec(L) which we denote xL. The following remark generalizes this
construction.
Remark 1.1. Let V be a k-variety. The notation x ∈ V an(L) will be used to
mean that the image of the point x for the morphism V an → V which is defined
in Section 2.1 is an L-point. We abuse notation and refer to this point as x as
well. The pair x : Spec(L) → V and idL : Spec(L) → Spec(L) defines a closed
point of the variety V ×k Spec(L) which we denote xL. This construction will be
referred to frequently in what follows. Note that the notation x ∈ V an(L) defined in
this manner is equivalent to the following inclusion of non-Archimedean real valued
complete fields, H(x) ⊂ L. The field H(x) is the non - Archimedean geometry
analogue of the residue field of a point in algebraic geometry. It is defined in 2.1.1.
We now introduce the theorem concerning finite endomorphisms of the projective
line over k.
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Theorem 1.2. Let φ : P1k → P
1
k be a finite morphism. Let x ∈ P
1,an
k and L/k
be any complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field extension
of k such that x ∈ P1,ank (L). Let f(x) be the minimum of 1 and the radius of
the largest Berkovich open ball B ⊂ P1,anL around xL ∈ P
1
L(L) ⊂ P
1,an
L whose
preimage under φanL is the disjoint union of homeomorphic copies of B via φ
an
L .
The function f : P1,ank → R≥0 is not identically zero and well defined. There exists
a finite simplicial complex Υ ⊂ P1,ank , a generalised real interval I := [i, e] and a
deformation retraction
ψ : I × P1,ank → P
1,an
k
such that ψ(e,P1,ank ) = Υ and the function f is constant on the fibres of this re-
traction i.e. for every x ∈ P1,ank we have that f(x) = f(ψ(e, x)). Furthermore, the
function logc|f | is piecewise linear when restricted to Υ where 0 < c < 1 is a real
number.
Remark 1.3. We fix the real number c which appears in the portion of the theo-
rem above concerning piecewise linearity and hence forth write log(|f |) in place of
logc(|f |).
The notion of a generalised interval is discussed in Section 3.9 [HL]. We now
provide an example which illustrates the behaviour of the function f in Theorem
1.2 clearly.
Example 1.4. Let k be an algebraically closed complete non-trivially valued non-
Archimedean field which is of characteristic p. Consider the morphism φ : P1k → P
1
k
given by z 7→ zp − z. Let L/k be a non-Archimedean real valued field extension.
The morphism φL is e´tale over every point other than ∞. Furthermore it can be
shown that f(x) = 1 if x 6= ∞ and 0 at ∞. Let Υ be a finite graph containing
the point ∞ and which contains at least one other point. Since there is a defor-
mation retraction of P1,ank onto any finite sub-graph, it follows that there exists a
deformation retraction
ψ : I × P1,ank → P
1,an
k
such that the function f is constant along the fibres of the retraction.
Our first goal is to generalize Theorem 1.2 to the case of finite surjective mor-
phisms between irreducible, projective varieties. A problem standing in the way
of any attempt at a generalisation is that there is no intrinsic notion of an open
disk in V an if V is a projective k-variety of finite type. However, as V is projective
there exists a closed immersion V →֒ Pnk for some n ∈ N. We identify V with its
image under the closed immersion. The space Pn,ank can be equipped with a finite
formal cover [[B], Section 4.3] such that each element of this cover is isomorphic to
the n-dimensional Berkovich closed disk M(k{T1, . . . , Tn}). Let {Ai}i denote this
cover. The intersection of the elements of the formal cover with the image of the im-
mersion V an →֒ Pn,ank defines a formal cover of the space V
an, namely {Ai ∩ V
an}i.
Furthermore, for a non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field extension
L/k the construction extends to the analytic space (VL)
an := (V ×k L)
an. The n -
dimensional Berkovich open balls contained in Pn,anL allow us to generalise Theorem
1.2. We now provide a sketch of the details of this construction.
Let L/k be a non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field extension
and x ∈ Pn,anL (L) (Remark 1.1). Let xL ∈ Ai,L for some i. Associated to the point
xL is a collection of open neighbourhoods in P
n,an
L (L), namely the Berkovich open
balls around xL contained in Ai,L. We denote this family of open neighbourhoods
OxL . Let G ∈ OxL . For every j such that xL belongs to Aj,L, it can be checked
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that G is a Berkovich open ball in Aj,L as well. This implies that the family OxL is
defined independent of the element of the affinoid chart which contains xL and is
hence well defined. We now define a poly radius associated to the elements of OxL .
Let xL have homogenous coordinates [x1,L : . . . : xn+1,L] and let W ∈ OxL . We can
associate an (n+1)2-tuple denoted hL(W ) to the open neighbourhoodW as follows.
If for an index t, xL ∈ At,L then let rt = (r1, . . . , rn+1) be such that rt = 1 and the
Berkovich open ball BW,t is defined by the equations |(Tj/Tt − xj,L/xt,L)(p)| < rj
for j 6= t. If on the other hand xL does not belong to At,L then let rt = (1, . . . , 1).
We define hL(W ) := (rt)t. Let OL :=
⋃
x∈Pn,an
k
(L)OxL . We can extend the above
construction to define a function hL : OL → R≥0. Note that the sets OxL depend
on the affine chart chosen for Pn. In the case of P1k with x ∈ P
1,an
k (L), the set OxL
associated to the construction above is discussed in Section 2.2.1. In what follows
we explain how the family OL can be ordered.
Remark 1.5. We now introduce a collection S of functions from R
(n+1)2
>0 to R>0.
Let g ∈ S if and only if
(1) The function g is continuous.
(2) If (ri,j)i,j and (si,j)i,j are (n+1)
2-tuples such that ri,j ≤ si,j then g((ri,j)i,j) ≤
g((si,j)i,j).
(3) g is a definable function (in the model theoretic sense) in the language of
Ordered Abelian groups.
Let g ∈ S. We can extend the function g so that it defines a function R
(n+1)2
≥0 →
R≥0 by mapping any tuple r = (ri,j)i,j ∈ R
(n+1)2
≥0 such that rl,m = 0 for some
l,m to 0. An element of the class of functions S can thus be extended so that it
defines a total ordering on R
(n+1)2
≥0 which extends the partial ordering given by :
(ri,j)i,j ≤ (si,j)i,j if ri,j ≤ si,j, where (ri,j)i,j and (si,j)i,j are R
(n+1)2
≥0 tuples.
Let g ∈ S. By Lemma 2.8, the function g ◦ hL : OL → R≥0 has the following
property. If O1, O2 ∈ OL such that O1 ⊆ O2 then (g ◦hL)(O1) ≤ (g ◦hL)(O2). The
functions g ∈ S hence allow us to quantify the size of elements belonging to OL.
We now provide an equivalent form of Theorem 1.2 which we generalize. We
begin by motivating the reformulation. The goal of Theorem 1.2 is to prove the
existence of a finite simplicial complex Υ contained in P1,ank such that the function
f is constant along the fibres of the retraction morphism ψ(e, ). Let us assume
that Theorem 1.2 is true. We define a function M : Υ→ R≥0 as follows. Let γ ∈ Υ
and x ∈ P1,ank be any point for which ψ(e, x) = γ. We set M(γ) := f(x). Let L/k
be any complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field extension
such that x ∈ P1,ank (L). By definition M(γ) is the minimum of 1 and the radius of
the largest Berkovich open ball in P1,anL around xL whose preimage is the disjoint
union of homeomorphic copies of itself for the morphism φanL . The function M is
well defined since we assumed Theorem 1.2 is true. Hence a suitable restatement
of 1.2 is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.6. Let φ : P1k → P
1
k be a finite morphism. There exists a generalised
real interval I := [i, e] and a deformation retraction
ψ : I × P1,ank → P
1,an
k
which satisfies the following properties.
(1) The image ψ(e,P1,ank ) of the deformation retraction ψ is a finite simplicial
complex. Let Υ denote this finite simplicial complex.
(2) There exists a well defined function M : Υ → [0, 1] which satisfies the
following conditions. The function M is not identically zero and log(M) is
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piecewise linear. Let γ ∈ Υ such that M(γ) > 0 and x ∈ ψ(e, )−1(γ). Let
L/k be any complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field
extension such that x ∈ P1,ank (L). Then the following are true.
(a) The preimage under the morphism φanL of the Berkovich open ball
B(xL,M(γ)) ⊂ P
1,an
L around xL of radius M(γ) decomposes into the
disjoint union of Berkovich open balls each homeomorphic to B(xL,M(γ))
via the morphism φanL .
(b) Let O be any other Berkovich open ball around xL whose radius is
less than or equal to 1 such that its preimage under the morphism
φanL decomposes into the disjoint union of Berkovich open balls each
homeomorphic to O via φanL . Then the radius of O must be less than
or equal to M(γ).
We will show that Theorems 1.2 and 1.6 are equivalent in Section 6. We now state
a theorem which in Section 6 we will show to be a generalisation of Theorem 1.2. Let
φ : V ′ → V be a finite surjective morphism between irreducible, projective varieties
of finite type over k. For a complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically
closed field extension L/k, let φL denote the morphism
φ× idL : V ×k L→ V ×k L.
As in the case of P1k, we write φ
an : V ′an → V an for the induced morphism between
the respective analytifications. The morphism φanL is similarly defined and it is to
be noted that φanL = φ
an × idanL . We fix an embedding V →֒ P
n
k and an affine chart
of Pn. The theorem will be stated in terms of the sets OxL and the functions hL
and g described above.
Theorem 1.7. Let φ : V ′ → V be a finite surjective morphism between irreducible,
projective varieties with V normal. Let g ∈ S. There exists a generalized real
interval I := [i, e] and a deformation retraction
ψ : I × V an → V an
which satisfies the following properties.
(1) The image ψ(e, V an) of the deformation retraction ψ is a finite simplicial
complex which we denote Υg.
(2) There exists a well defined function Mg : Υg → R≥0 which satisfies the
following conditions. The function Mg is not identically zero. Let γ ∈
Υg be a point on the finite simplicial complex for which Mg(γ) 6= 0 and
x ∈ ψ(e, )−1(γ). Let L/k be any complete non-Archimedean real valued
algebraically closed field extension such that x ∈ V an(L). There exists W ∈
(g ◦ hL)
−1(Mg(γ)) ∩OxL such that the open set (φ
an
L )
−1(W ∩ V anL ) ⊂ V
′an
L
decomposes into the disjoint union of open sets, each homeomorphic to
W ∩ V anL via φ
an
L . Furthermore, let O ∈ OxL be such that the preimage of
O∩V anL under φ
an
L decomposes into the disjoint union of open sets in V
′an
L ,
each homeomorphic to O via the morphism φanL . Then (g◦hL)(O) ≤Mg(γ).
Lastly, the function log(Mg) is piecewise linear on Υg.
Remark 1.8. The second property we require the function Mg to satisfy involves
choosing a point xL over x which is an L-point of V
an
L and then requiring that Mg
fulfill a condition concerning xL. It may hence seem that the function is dependent
on the field L chosen. However, showing that the function Mg is well defined will
in particular imply that its value depends solely on x and not on the points xL for
L/k.
It is worth mentioning that the result stated above when applied to smooth
Berkovich analytic curves over a field of characteristic zero bears some similarity
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with theorems proved in [PP] and [Bal]. In [Bal], the author - F. Baldassarri studies
a system of differential equations defined over an analytic domain of the affine line
over a non-Archimedean real valued field of characteristic zero. More precisely, let
k be a non-Archimedean field of characteristic zero and X be a relatively compact
analytic domain of the affine line A1,ank . Let
Σ : dy/dT = Gy
be a system of linear differential equations where G is a µ× µ matrix of k-analytic
functions on X . If x ∈ X is a k-rational point, let R(x) = R(x,Σ) denote the
radius of the maximal open disk in X with center at x on which all solutions of Σ
converge. The author shows that the function R is continuous. Also, he illustrates
how when X = A1,ank there exists a finite graph Γ ⊂ A
1,an
k which controls the
behaviour of the function R. Since A1,ank retracts to any of its finite subgraphs, this
means that the function R is constant along the fibres of the retraction on Γ. In the
paper the control by a finite graph is illustrated by an example. If one preserves
the restrictions on the field k and considers the case of a system of differential
equations defined instead over a smooth Berkovich curve then a similar result holds
true. In [PP], the authors - Poineau and Pulita prove that associated to a system
of differential equations over a smooth Berkovich curve, there exists a locally finite
graph contained in the curve and a retraction of the curve onto it such that the
radius of convergence function is constant along the fibres of the retraction. The
result we prove in this paper and the results of Poineau-Pulita and Baldassari show
that the behaviour of certain functions of interest are controlled by finite simplicial
complexes associated to them.
The goal of this paper is to prove Theorem 1.7. In Section 2 we will discuss re-
sults and various concepts from Model Theory and the theory of Berkovich spaces
which we will require. We will also construct the set OxL for any x ∈ V
an(L) where
L/k is a complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field extension.
In Section 4, we prove a version of the main theorem for Hrushovski - Loeser spaces
and derive 1.7 from this result in Section 5.
Notation : To prove the main theorem of this paper, we require techniques from
Model theory where it is standard to write the value group of a non-Archimedean
valued field additively. However, when discussing objects from Berkovich geometry
such as affinoid algebras and the reduction morphism it is standard to endow the
value group with a multiplicative structure as it aids in intuition. Instead of resolv-
ing this dichotomy in notation, we preserve both notation and eliminate ambiguity
by specifying at every instance the structure of the value group, i.e. whether we
look at it additively or multiplicatively.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Berkovich spaces. Let V be an irreducible, projective k-variety. By k-variety
we mean a separated k-scheme of finite type. Associated functorially to V is a
Berkovich analytic space V an. We examine this notion in more detail. We write
the value group of the field k multiplicatively in this section as well as in 2.2 where
we discuss results from Berkovich geometry.
Let X be a scheme which is locally of finite type over k. Let k − an denote
the category of k-analytic spaces [[B2], 1.2.4], Set denote the category of sets and
Schlft/k denote the category of schemes which are locally of finite type over k. We
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define a functor
F : k − an→ Set
Y 7→ Hom(Y,X)
whereHom(Y,X) is the set of morphisms of k-ringed spaces. The following theorem
defines the space Xan.
Theorem 2.1 ([B], 1.2.4). The functor F is representable by a k-analytic space
Xan and a morphism π : Xan → X. For any non-Archimedean complete real valued
field K extending k, there is a bijection Xan(K) → X(K). Furthermore, the map
π is surjective.
The associated k-analytic space Xan is good by which we mean that for every
point x ∈ Xan there exists a neighbourhood of x isomorphic to an affinoid space.
Theorem 2.1 implies the existence of a well defined functor
()an :Schlft/k → good k − an
X 7→ Xan.
As a set Xan is the collection of pairs {(x, η)} where x is a scheme theoretic
point of X and η is a rank one valuation on the residue field k(x) which extends
the valuation on the field k. We endow this set with a topology as follows. A
pre-basic open set is a set of the form {(x, η) ∈ Uan||f(η)| ∈ W}, where U is an
open subvariety of X with f ∈ OX(U), W is an open subspace of R≥0 and |f(η)|
is the image of f in the residue field k(x) evaluated at η. A basic open set is any
set which is equal to the intersection of a finite number of pre-basic open sets.
The description above implies that every point of the analytification Xan is
associated to a complete non-Archimedean algebraically closed real valued field
extension L/k and a k-morphism Spec(L) → X . We explore this idea further.
Let x1 : Spec(L1) → X and x2 : Spec(L2) → X be a pair of k-morphisms where
L1/k and L2/k are complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field
extensions. We set x1 ∼ x2 if there exists a complete non-Archimedean real valued
algebraically closed field extension M of both L1 and L2 and a k-morphism x3 :
Spec(M)→ X such that
x3 = xi ◦ (Spec(M)→ Spec(Li))
for i = 1, 2 and where Spec(M)→ Spec(Li) is induced by the inclusion Li →֒M .
We have the following equality.
Xan = {
⋃
L/k
HomSpec(k)(Spec(L), X)}/ ∼ .(1)
The union in the above equation is taken over all complete non-Archimedean real
valued algebraically closed field extensions L of k. Using (1), the morphism π :
Xan → X which appears in the statement of Theorem 2.1 can be defined explicitly
as follows.
π : Xan → X
[x : Spec(L)→ X ] 7→ x : Spec(L)→ X
where [x : Spec(L) → X)] denotes the equivalence class of the point x for the
relation ∼ defined above.
Example 2.2. If V = Ank then as a set V
an is simply the collection of multiplica-
tive seminorms on the polynomial ring k[T1, . . . , Tn] which restrict to the given
valuation on k. We use An,ank to denote the analytification of affine n-space over k.
Similarly, as a set the analytification of a Zariski closed subset of Ank whose ring of
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regular functions is k[T1, . . . , Tn]/I is the collection of multiplicative seminorms on
k[T1, . . . , Tn]/I which restrict to the given valuation on k. Multiplicative seminorms
are defined in section 2.1.1
We now discuss the notion of the reduction map associated to a k-affinoid space.
The reduction map and the k˜-scheme associated to an affinoid space will be of use
when discussing formal covers in the following subsection.
2.1.1. The Reduction Morphism. Let A be a commutative ring with unity. A non-
Archimedean seminorm on A is a function |.| : A → R≥0 such that |0| = 0, |1| = 1
and if f, g ∈ A then |f −g| ≤ max{|f |, |g|} and |f.g| ≤ |f |.|g|. A seminorm is called
a norm if for any a ∈ A for which |a| = 0 then a = 0. If |.| is a seminorm on A
such that |f.g| = |f |.|g| then it is called a multiplicative seminorm. A norm which
is multiplicative is called a valuation.
Let |.| be a norm on the ring A. The pair (A, |.|) is a Banach ring if A is complete
for the norm |.|. When there is no ambiguity concerning the norm on A we suppress
notation and refer to the Banach ring as just A. A bounded homomorphism of
Banach rings φ : A → B is a homomorphism of rings with the additional property
that there exists a constant C ∈ R such that for every a ∈ A, we have the inequality
|φ(a)|B ≤ C.|a|A.
Let A be a Banach ring. We define its spectrumM(A) to be the set of bounded
multiplicative seminorms on A provided with the weakest topology such that for
every f ∈ A the real valued function f : M(A) → R≥0 defined by x 7→ |f(x)|
is continuous [[B], 1.2]. A bounded homomorphism of commutative Banach rings
φ : A → B will induce a continuous morphism M(B)→M(A).
The spectral norm of A is denoted ρ and defined as follows. Let f ∈ A. We set
ρ(f) := supx∈M(A){|f(x)|}.
If x ∈ M(A) and f ∈ A then we write |f(x)| for the value of f at x. It can be
checked that Ker(x) := {f ∈ A||f(x)| = 0} is a prime ideal. Let H(x) denote the
completion of the field of fractions of A/(Ker(x)) with respect to the norm induced
on this quotient by x.
The set A◦ := {x ∈ A|ρ(x) ≤ 1} is a complete sub ring of A in which A◦◦ :=
{x ∈ A|ρ(x) < 1} is an ideal. We will set A˜ := A◦/A◦◦. A bounded homomorphism
of Banach rings A → B will induce a morphism A˜ → B˜. Note that if A is a field
then A˜ is a field as well.
For every x ∈ M(A), we have the map A → A/(Ker(x)) which is bounded and
hence induces a bounded homomorphism of Banach rings A → H(x). This in turn
defines a morphism A˜ → H˜(x). We have in fact defined a map M(A) → Spec(A˜)
which we call the reduction map and denote it by π. Explicitly stated,
π :M(A)→ Spec(A˜)
x 7→ Ker(A˜ → H˜(x)).
For a k-affinoid space X := M(B) where B is a k-affinoid algebra, we will use
X˜ to denote the k˜-scheme Spec(B˜). Concerning the reduction map in the case of
strict k-affinoid algebras [[B], 2.1] we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. [[B], 2.4.4] [[B3], 2.3.6]. Let A be a strict k-affinoid algebra.
Set X := M(A), X˜ := Spec(A˜), and let X˜gen be the set of generic points of
the irreducible components of the scheme X˜. With this notation, the following
statements are true.
(1) The reduction map π : X → X˜ is surjective.
(2) For any x˜ ∈ X˜gen, there exists a unique point x ∈ X with π(x) = x˜. If
ρ(A) = |k| then there is an isomorphism k˜(x˜) ≃ H˜(x).
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(3) The set π−1(X˜gen) is the Shilov boundary of X.
(4) The pre-image of an open (resp. closed) subset of X˜ is closed (resp. open)
under the morphism π.
2.1.2. Formal Covers. In this section we define for any projective k-variety V , the
k˜-scheme V˜ and the reduction map V an → V˜ . One way of doing so would be to
use an affinoid covering of the space V an and glue the k˜-schemes arising from each
element of the covering. However in order for the gluing to make sense, we must be
restrictive in our choice of covering. It is to this end that we introduce the notion
of a formal cover of a separated k-analytic space.
Definition 2.4 ([B], Section 4.3). An affinoid domain W in a k-affinoid space X
is said to be formal if the induced morphism W˜ → X˜ is an open immersion.
The definition that follows is stated for a separated k-analytic space. Analytic
spaces are constructed and studied in detail in [B2]. The analytification of a k-
variety is an example of a separated k-analytic space. We will be interested only
in this case.
Definition 2.5. Let X be a separated k-analytic space. An affinoid covering {Wi}
is formal if the Wi are strict k-affinoid spaces and for any Wi,Wj belonging to the
cover, Wi ∩Wj is a formal affinoid subdomain of both Wi and Wj .
Let X be a separated k-analytic space provided with a formal cover W := {Wi}.
Gluing the W˜i defines a k˜-scheme X˜W which is reduced and of finite type. Further-
more, the reduction map π : Wi → W˜i for each element of the covering extends to
a map π : X → X˜W.
Our notation X˜W was to specify the importance of the choice of cover involved in
defining the scheme X˜ . In what follows we will suppress the sub script and simply
write X˜ .
The following proposition ensures that if X is a projective k-variety of finite type
then it always admits a formal cover. We first prove the theorem when X = Pn,ank
for some n. The result in this case is obtained by exploiting the standard chart
associated to Pnk .
Proposition 2.6. Let V be a projective k-variety. Let L/k be a complete non-
Archimedean real valued field extension. There exists a finite formal cover WL of
V anL such that the collection {WL}L has the following property. Let L1/k and L2/k
be complete non-Archimedean real valued field extensions such that L1 ⊂ L2. If
WL1 = {Di}i then WL2 = {Di×L1L2}i.
Proof. In what follows we will explicitly construct the formal cover Wk. It can be
verified that if L/k is a complete non-Archimedean real valued field extension then
extending scalars for each element of the coverWk by L defines a formal coverWL.
We begin by considering the case when V = Pnk for some n ∈ N. The analyti-
fication of the projective space Pn,ank can be described in a fashion reminiscent of
the `Proj´construction in the theory of schemes [[L], 2.3.3].
Consider the k-algebra k[T1, . . . , Tn+1]. Let S denote the set of all multiplicative
seminorms on this algebra which restrict to the valuation of the field k such that
if x ∈ S then |Ti(x)| 6= 0 for some i. We define an equivalence relation ∼ on S as
follows.
x ∼ y ⇐⇒ There exists c ∈ R>0 such that for any homogenous
f ∈ k[T1, ..Tn+1], |f(x)| = c
deg(f)|f(y)|.
The set S/ ∼ can be endowed with a topology in a natural fashion [[Ba], 2.2] so
that it becomes a compact, Hausdorff topological space. We proceed further and
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give S/ ∼ the structure of a k-analytic space. Let
Aj := {x ∈ S||Tr(x)| ≤ |Tj(x)| for every 1 ≤ r ≤ n+ 1}.
Observe that if a ∈ Aj and a ∼ b then b ∈ Aj . We will abuse notation and
denote Aj/ ∼ by Aj as well. It follows that S/ ∼= ∪jAj . Furthermore, for any
1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1, Aj is in bijection with the set of multiplicative seminorms on
k[T1/Tj, ., Tn+1/Tj] which when evaluated at (Ti/Tj) for any possible choice of i is
less than or equal to 1. But this is exactly the set of all multiplicative seminorms on
the affinoid algebra Bj := k{T1/Tj, ., Tn+1/Tj} which restrict to the given valuation
on k. In fact we have a homeomorphism
δj : Aj →M(Bj).
Consequently, the collection {∩r∈QAr}Q∈P where P is the set of all subsets of the
set {1, . . . , n + 1}, forms a net [[B2], 1.1] of compact sets on the space S/ ∼. If
i 6= j then δj restricts to an isomorphism between Aj ∩Ai and the affinoid domain
M(Bji) := k{T1/Tj, ..Ti/Tj, (Ti/Tj)
−1, ., Tn+1/Tj}.
We use δij to denote this isomorphism. Note that Bji = Bij and the isomorphisms
δij and δji are the same.
Similarly let Q ∈ P. The space ∩r∈Q∪{i}Ar is homeomorphic to the affinoid
space
M(BiQ) :=M(k{Tj/Ti, (Ts/Ti)
−1})s∈Q,j∈{1,..,n+1}
via the restriction of any δs where s ∈ Q∪ i. For any s ∈ Q∪ i, BiQ = BsQ and the
restrictions δs are the same for all such s.
The triple (S/ ∼, (BiQ)i∈1,..,n+1,Q∈P,∩r∈Q∪iAr) is hence a k-analytic space [[B2],
pg 17] and is isomorphic as an analytic space to Pn,ank .
This description of Pn,ank enables us to see it as the union of n + 1 affinoid
domains, each isomorphic to the n-dimensional Berkovich closed polydisc of poly
radius (1, . . . , 1). We claim that {Aj} is a formal cover of P
n,an
k .
Since
B˜ji = k˜[T1/Tj, ..Ti/Tj, (Ti/Tj)
−1, ..Tn+1/Tj],
the k˜-algebra B˜ji corresponds to an open affine sub scheme of M˜(Bj) and A˜j ∩ Ai
is an open affine subset of A˜j . We conclude that our claim is verified, thus proving
the proposition for the case V = Pn,ank .
In the general case we make use of the fact that V is projective and hence can
be seen as a closed subset of Pnk for some n. Furthermore for every j, δj restricts
to an isomorphism
δj : V
an ∩ Aj →M(k{T1/Tj, ..Ti/Tj, ..Tn+1/Tj}/Ij)
where Ij is an ideal contained in the polynomial ring k[T1/Tj, ..Tn+1/Tj] and de-
termined by the embedding of V into Pnk . The generators of Ij can be chosen to be
polynomials {f1, . . . , fu} belonging to k[T1/Tj, ..Tn+1/Tj] such that if ρ denotes the
Gauss norm (or spectral norm) of the affinoid algebra k{T1/Tj, ..Ti/Tj, ., Tn+1/Tj}
then |fi(ρ)| ≤ 1. The justification for this follows from [[B], (2) Page 64].
We claim that the cover {V an∩Ai}i is a formal cover of V
an. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+1
with i 6= j. We need only show that the affinoid space V an ∩ Ai ∩ Aj is a formal
domain in V an∩Ai. We may assume that V
an∩Ai∩Aj is not empty, since otherwise
it is trivially a formal domain. Observe that we have the following equality.
(V an ∩ Ai) ∩ Aj = {x ∈ V
an ∩Ai||Tj/Ti(x)| = 1}.
By assumption, there exists an x ∈ V an ∩ Ai such that |Tj/Ti(x)| = 1. It follows
that if ρ denotes the spectral norm of the strict affinoid algebra corresponding to
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V an ∩ Ai then |Tj/Ti(ρ)| = 1. The above equality and [[B], (ii) pg.28] imply that
the affinoid algebra corresponding to the space (V an ∩ Ai) ∩ Aj is (Bi/Ii){Ti/Tj}.
Applying [[BGR], Proposition 7.2.6/3] will give the result.
For a complete non-Archimedean real valued field extension L/k, it can be
checked that WL := {V
an
L ∩ (Aj×kL)}j forms a formal cover of V
an
L . 
The topological subspace Aj ⊂ P
n,an
k is endowed with the structure of a k-affinoid
space via the homeomorphism δj . Hence we will refer to it in future as an affinoid
domain in Pn,ank and identify it with the strict affinoid space M(Bj).
2.2. The class of open sets OL. Let L/k be a complete non-Archimedean real
valued algebraically closed field extension. Let x ∈ Pn,ank (L) be an L-point of
the analytification of projective n-space. As outlined in Remark 1.1, the pair x :
Spec(L) → Pnk , idL : Spec(L) → Spec(L) defines a closed point of the variety
VL = V ×k Spec(L) which we denote xL. We proceed to define the family OxL,Pn,anL
of open neighbourhoods of xL
In Proposition 2.6 we showed that having chosen an affine chart of Pnk , the space
P
n,an
k can be seen to be the union of n + 1 n-dimensional Berkovich closed disks
defined over k. We denoted this collection {Ai}i. Likewise P
n,an
L =
⋃
iAi,L where
{Ai,L := Ai×kL}i forms a collection of n+ 1 n-dimensional Berkovich closed disks
defined over L. For some j, we must have that xL ∈ Aj,L. Let OxL,Pn,anL be the
family of Berkovich open balls containing xL and contained in Aj,L. Each such
Berkovich open ball centered at xL will be in bijection with an n-tuple of positive
real numbers less than or equal to 1. We proceed below in greater detail.
In the proof of Proposition 2.6, we introduced the following notation concerning
the Aj,L.
Aj,L =M(Bj,L)
where
Bj := k{T1/Tj, ..Ti/Tj, ..Tn+1/Tj}
and Bj,L := Bj×kL. The affinoid space M(Bj,L) is an n-dimensional Berkovich
closed disk over L. The point xL ∈ P
n
L is a closed point defined over L. Let it
have coordinates [x1,L : . . . : xn+1,L] and i be any index such that |xj,L| ≤ |xi,L| for
every j ∈ {1, .., n+1}. By definition of the space Ai,L, xL must belong to it. Using
the fact that Ai,L = M(Bi,L) we define a family of open neighbourhoods of xL,
namely the collection of Berkovich open balls defined by the equations |(Tj/Ti −
xj,L/xi,L)(p)| < rj , where j 6= i and rj ≤ 1. If xL ∈ At,L then |xi,L| = |xt,L|
and any such Berkovich open sub ball of Ai,L will also be contained in At,L. By
this we mean that there exists rt := (r
′
1, . . . , r
′
n+1) ∈ (0, 1]
n+1 such that r′t = 1
and B = {p ∈ At,L| ∧j 6=t [|(Tj/Tt − xj,L/xt,L)(p)| < r
′
j ]}. It can be shown that
as B varies through all the Berkovich open sub balls of Ai,L which contain xL,
it also varies through all Berkovich open sub balls of As,L which contain xL i.e.
for any s such that |xs,L| = |xi,L|. Hence, we may define the family OxL,Pn,anL to
be the collection {B(xL, ri)} ⊂ Ai,L for any i such that |xj,L| ≤ |xi,L| for every
j ∈ {1, .., n+ 1} and where ri := (r1, . . . , ri, . . . , rn+1) is any n+ 1-tuple for which
ri = 1 and rh ≤ 1 for any other h. Let OL,Pn,an
L
:=
⋃
x∈Pn,an
k
(L)OxL,Pn,anL .
To an element W of this family we associate an (n + 1)2-tuple. That is, we
define a function hL,Pn,an
L
: OL,Pn,an
L
→ R(n+1)
2
. If for an index t, |xt,L| = |xi,L|
then let rt = (r1, . . . , rn+1) be such that rt = 1 and the Berkovich open ball W
is defined by the equations |(Tj/Tt − xj,L/xt,L)(p)| < rj for j 6= t. If on the
other hand |xt,L| < |xi,L| for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} then let rt = (1, . . . , 1). Let
hL,Pn,an
L
(W ) := (ri)i.
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If V is an arbitrary projective k-variety then by definition it admits an em-
bedding V →֒ Pnk . Let x ∈ V
an(L) ⊂ Pn,ank (L). We defined a family of open
neighbourhoods of xL in P
n,an
L which we called OxL,Pn,anL . Along with this fam-
ily of open neighbourhoods, we also defined a function hL,Pn,an
L
which defines the
poly radius of every element in OxL,Pn,anL . Restricting every element of the fam-
ily OxL,Pn,anL to V
an
L will define a family OxL,V anL of open neighbourhoods of xL
in V anL . Hence OxL,V anL = {W ∩ V
an
L |W ∈ OxL,Pn,anL }. Let W ∈ OxL,V
an
L
. We
define QW to be the collection of W
′ ∈ OxL,Pn,anL such that W
′ ∩ V anL = W . We
set hL,V an
L
(W ∩ V anL ) := infW ′∈QW {hL,Pn,anL (W
′)}. The infimum here is taken with
respect to the coordinate wise partial ordering defined on Rn+1
2
i.e. (xn)n ≤ (yn)n
if and only if xi ≤ yi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ (n+1)
2. By Lemma 2.7, the function hL,V an
L
is well defined.
Lemma 2.7. Let xL ∈ V
an
L (L) and W ∈ OxL,V anL . The set of (n + 1)
2-tuples
{hL,Pn,an
L
(W ′)|W ′ ∈ QW } ⊂ R
(n+1)2 has a well defined infimum with respect to the
coordinate wise partial ordering defined on R(n+1)
2
.
(Note : This infimum need not belong to the set {hL,Pn,an
L
(W ′)|W ′ ∈ QW }).
Proof. Let P := {hL,Pn,an
L
(W ′)|W ′ ∈ QW }. We are required to show that there
exists (si)i ∈ R
(n+1)2
≥0 such that
(1) If (yi)i ∈ P then sj ≤ yj for every j.
(2) Let (zi)i ∈ R
(n+1)2 be such that for any (yi)i ∈ P the inequality zj ≤ yj
holds for every j. Then we must have zj ≤ sj for every j.
Let pi denote the i-th projection morphism R
(n+1)2 → R. Let si ∈ R≥0 denote
that real number which is the infimum of the set {pi(x)|x ∈ P}. The (n+1)
2 tuple
(si)i can be checked to satisfy property (1).
To show that (si)i satisfies property (2) as well, we exhibit a sequence of elements
in P which converges to (si)i. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , (n + 1)
2}. By definition, there
exists a sequence of open neighbourhoods (Wj,m)m in OxL,Pn,anL such that (pj ◦
hL,Pn,an
L
(Wj,m))m converges to sj . Let Wm :=
⋂
jWj,m. The set Wm is an open
neighbourhood belonging to QW . Also, (pj ◦ hL,Pn,an
L
)(Wm) ≤ (pj ◦ hL,Pn,an
L
)(Wj,m)
for every j. It follows from the construction of (si)i that for any j ∈ {1, . . . , (n+1)
2},
the sequence ((pj ◦ hL,Pn,an
L
)(Wm))m converges to sj . This is equivalent to saying
that (hL,Pn,an
L
(Wm))m converges to (si)i. 
In Remark 1.5, we introduced a family of functions R
(n+1)2
≥0 → R which we
denoted S.
Lemma 2.8. Let L/k be an algebraically closed complete non-Archimedean real
valued field extension and g ∈ S. Let O1 and O2 belong to OxL,V anL such that
O1 ⊂ O2. The following inequality holds true.
(g ◦ hL,V an
L
)(O1) ≤ (g ◦ hL,V an
L
)(O2).
Proof. A straight forward argument reduces to proving the lemma when V = Pnk .
In the course of the proof we will make use of this fact: Since the field L is alge-
braically closed and endowed with a non-trivial valuation, its value group is dense
in R≥0. Let hL,Pn,an
L
(O1) := (r1, . . . , rn+1) and hL,Pn,an
L
(O2) := (r
′
1, . . . , r
′
n+1).
If rt = (r1,t, . . . , rn+1,t) and r
′
t = (r
′
1,t, . . . , r
′
n+1,t) then we claim that for ev-
ery i, t, ri,t ≤ r
′
i,t. We proceed by assuming the contrary. If for some t there
exists an i such that ri,t > r
′
i,t then we can find an element yi ∈ L such that
r′i,t < |(yi/xt − xi/xt)| < ri,t. The element [x1 : .. : yi : .. : xn+1] will belong to
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O1 but not O2. This is not possible and we must hence have ri ≤ r
′
i. Our choice
of the function g implies that the inequality (g ◦ hL,Pn,an
L
)(O1) ≤ (g ◦ hL,Pn,an
L
)(O2)
holds. 
The following lemma implies that the family of open neighbourhoods OxL,V anL
for x ∈ V an(L) does not depend on the extension L/k.
Lemma 2.9. Let L′/k and L/k be complete non-Archimedean real valued alge-
braically closed field extensions such that L ⊆ L′. Let x ∈ V an(L). We have the
following equality of sets.
OxL′ ,V anL′ = {O×LL
′|O ∈ OxL,V anL }.
Furthermore, if O ∈ OxL,V anL then hL′,V anL′ (O×LL
′) = hL,V an
L
(O).
Proof. It can be inferred from the discussion above concerning the family OxL,V anL
that it suffices to prove the lemma assuming V = Pnk for some n ∈ N. If x ∈ P
n,an
k (L)
then there exists exactly one point on the fibre over xL for the projection morphism
PnL ×L L
′ → PnL and (xL)L′ = xL′ . We assume without loss of generality that
xL ∈ Ai,L with homogenous coordinates [x1,L : . . . : xn+1,L]. If xL′ has homogenous
coordinates [x1,L′ : . . . : xn+1,L′ ] then xj,L/xi,L = xj,L′/xi,L′ for all j.
Let O ∈ OxL,Pn,anL . By definition, O must be of the form {p ∈ Ai,L| ∧j |(Tj/Ti −
xj,L/xi,L)(p)| < rj}. It follows thatO×LL
′ = {p ∈ Ai,L′ |∧j |(Tj/Ti−xj,L′/xi,L′)(p)| <
rj} which is an element of OxL′ ,P
n,an
L′
. Hence {O×LL
′|O ∈ OxL,Pn,an} ⊂ OxL′ ,P
n,an
L′
and hL′,Pn,an
L′
(O×LL
′) = hL,Pn,an
L
(O).
Let O ∈ OxL′ ,P
n,an
L′
. By definition, O must be of the form {p ∈ Ai,L′ |∧j |(Tj/Ti−
xj,L′/xi,L′)(p)| < rj}. Using the equality xj,L/xi,L = xj,L′/xi,L′ , the image of
this open set under the projection morphism Ai,L×LL
′ → Ai,L is of the form
O0 := {p ∈ Ai,L| ∧j |(Tj/Ti − xj,L/xi,L)(p)| < rj}. It follows that O0×LL
′ = O.
Hence OxL′ ,P
n,an
L′
= {O×LL
′|O ∈ OxL,Pn,anL }. 
As Theorem 1.7 concerns the function hL,Pn,an
L
and the family OxL,Pn,anL rather
than hL,V an
L
and OxL,V an , we will henceforth make no reference to hL,V anL and
OxL,V an . We simplify notation and use OxL to denote OxL,Pn,anL , hL in place of
hL,Pn,an
L
and OL for OL,Pn,an
L
.
2.2.1. The family OxL when xL ∈ P
1,an
L . The space P
1,an
L admits two descriptions,
one of which was outlined in the proof of Proposition 2.6. We briefly describe these
constructions.
Let S denote the set of all multiplicative seminorms on the polynomial algebra
L[T1, T2] which restrict to the valuation on the field L such that if x ∈ S then it
cannot be that |T1(x)| = |T2(x)| = 0. We define an equivalence relation ∼ on S as
follows.
x ∼ y ⇐⇒ There exists c ∈ R>0 such that for any homogenous
f ∈ k[T1, T2], |f(x)| = c
deg(f)|f(y)|.
Let
A2 := {x ∈ S||T1(x)| ≤ |T2(x)|}
and
A1 := {x ∈ S||T2(x)| ≤ |T1(x)|}.
The subspaces A1 and A2 are stable under the equivalence relation. We will abuse
notation and refer to their images in S/ ∼ as A1 and A2 as well.
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One can also describe the space P1,anL in the following manner. Following Ex-
ample 2.2, the space A1,anL can be realised as the set of multiplicative seminorms
on the algebra L[T ] which restrict to the norm on L. We endow this set with
the weakest topology such that if f ∈ L[T ] then the function from A1,anL to R
defined by x 7→ |f(x)| is continuous. Let y ∈ A1,anL (L). This means that y cor-
responds to a morphism L[T ] → L. Such a morphism defines a seminorm on
L[T ] and hence corresponds to a point on A1,anL . With this topology the sets
B(y, r) := {p ∈ A1,anL ||(T − y)(p)| < r} form a family of open neighbourhoods
around the point y. These open sets are precisely the Berkovich open balls around
y of radius r. As a set P1,anL = A
1,an
L ∪∞. A basis of open neighbourhoods around
the point ∞ is given by sets of the form {p ∈ P1,anL ||T (p)| > r}.
We now identify these two descriptions of P1,anL in order to relate the family OxL
as xL varies along the L-points of A
1,an
L . We go back to the first description of
P
1,an
L . Let S
′ ⊂ S denote the sub collection of seminorms such that if p ∈ S′ then
|T2(p)| 6= 0. The set S
′ is stable for the equivalence relation and set A′ := S′/ ∼.
By definition, the elements of A′ define multiplicative seminorms on the algebra
L[T1/T2]. Hence we have a function from A
′ → A1,anL . With the induced topology
on A′ it can be shown that we have a homeomorphism H : A′ → A1,anL .
An L-point of S′/ ∼ can be uniquely described by means of homogenous co-
ordinates as in the Proj construction. Let xL ∈ S
′/ ∼ then xL can be repre-
sented by homogenous coordinates [a : b] where a, b ∈ L and b 6= 0. By definition,
H([a : b]) = a/b, where by a/b we mean the L-point on A1,anL defined by the equa-
tion T1/T2 = a/b. For the calculations that follow, we will assume without loss of
generality that xL = [a : 1].
Let B(H(xL), r) be a Berkovich open ball around the point H(xL) of radius
r ≤ 1. By definition B(H(xL), r) ∈ OxL . We will now write down its associated
4-tuple hL(B(H(xL), r)). We divide the problem into three cases.
(1). Let |a| < 1. The point xL does not belong to the closed subspace A1. By
definition of the function hL we have that hL(B(H(xL), r)) = ((1, 1), (r, 1)).
(2). Let |a| = 1. The point xL belongs to both A1 and A2. We then have that
hL(B(H(xL), r)) = ((1, r), (r, 1)).
(3). Let |a| > 1. The point xL does not belong to the closed space A2. It can
be shown that hL(B(H(xL), r)) = ((1, r/|a|
2), (1, 1)).
Similarly, every element of the family OxL corresponds to a Berkovich open ball
around H(xL). Let O ∈ OxL and let B(H(xL), s) be the corresponding Berkovich
open ball around xL of radius s. The radius of this ball can be expressed in terms
of the 4-tuple, hL(O) as follows.
(1). Let |a| < 1. If hL(O) = ((1, 1), (r, 1)) then the corresponding Berkovich
open ball around xL has radius s = r.
(2). Let |a| = 1. If hL(O) = ((1, r), (r, 1)) then s = r.
(3). Let |a| > 1 and hL(O) = ((1, r), (1, 1)). If r ≤ 1/|a| then s = r|a|
2. If
r > 1/|a| then O is an open neighbourhood of the point ∞. It is a Berkovich open
ball around ∞ but is not a Berkovich open ball contained in A1,anL .
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The calculations above will be made use of in Section 6. In future, we will not
refer to the homeomorphism H and use xL itself to denote H(xL).
2.3. Model theory. In this section we discuss a theorem of Hrushovski and Loeser
which is integral to the proof of Theorem 1.7. The theorem which was proved in
[HL] involves considerable use of Model theory [P]. In the following section we
will make clear how the theorem implies a deep result about certain Berkovich
analytic spaces. The first chapter of the paper [HL] is devoted to introducing the
basic notions of Model theory (Language, Theory, Model, Structure, type, definable
type....) which we will assume the reader is familiar with and proceed to outlining
the general framework within which the theorem is stated. In this section, given a
non-Archimedean valued field M we write its value group Γ∞(M) additively.
We use the many sorted language LG consisting of the sorts V F , Γ and k for the
valued field, the value group and the residue field with the ring, additive abelian
group and residue field language respectively as well as the geometric sorts Sn
and Tn for n ≥ 1 [[HL], 2.6]. The theory ACVF of algebraically closed valued
fields admits both elimination of imaginaries and elimination of quantifiers in the
language LG. In addition, we include a 0 - definable point∞ to the value group sort
which denotes the valuation of 0 ∈ M for any model M of ACVF. Let Γ∞ denote
the sort Γ ∪∞. The ordering on Γ(M) induces a natural ordering on Γ∞(M).
To make sense of Theorem 2.11 one must understand the concept of a stably
dominated type [[HL], Definition 2.5.2]. Let A be some substructure of U where
U denotes a large saturated model of ACVF. In the theory ACVF, an A-definable
type is stably dominated if and only if it is Γ-orthogonal [[HL], Proposition 2.8.1].
We now define a Γ-orthogonal type.
Definition 2.10. Let A be a substructure of U and p be an A-definable type. Then
p is said to be Γ-orthogonal if for any model M containing A and a realization a of
p|M , we have that Γ(dcl(M ∪ a)) = Γ(M) where dcl(M ∪ a) denotes the definable
closure of the set M ∪ {a}.
Let V be a quasi-projective variety over a non-Archimedean valued field. Let
X ⊂ V × Γl∞ be an A-definable set where A ⊂ V F ∪ Γ∞ and l ∈ N. For any
substructure C containing A, we define X̂(C) to be the set of C-definable stably
dominated types which concentrate on X [[HL], 3.2]. The space X̂ is a pro -
definable set [[HL], 2.2]. We briefly explain how the set X̂ can be given a topology.
As a set ̂V × Γl∞ = V̂ ×Γ
l
∞ [[HL], 3.4]. We endow V̂ with a topology by defining
a collection of pre-basic open sets. Any basic open set is the intersection of a
finite number of pre-basic open sets. A pre-basic open set of V̂ is of the form
{p ∈ Ô|val(f)∗(p) ∈ W} where O ⊂ V is an open subspace of V , f a regular
function on O and W an open subset of Γ∞. The notation val(f)∗(p) requires
some explanation. Firstly val(f) denotes the composition O → V F → Γ∞. As
f is regular, val(f) is definable. val(f)∗(p) is a definable type in Γ∞ defined by
dval(f)∗(p)(φ(z, y)) = dp(φ(val(f)(x), y)). It is in fact a stably dominated type on
Γ∞ and is hence constant [[HL], 2.7.1]. The set V̂ × Γ
l
∞ can be given the product
topology and we let X have the subspace topology. Like the space V an, the k-
points of the variety V (k) can be embedded into V̂ (k) which is the set of stably
dominated k-definable types which concentrate on V if we give V̂ (k) ⊂ V̂ the
topology generated by the pro k - definable open sets of V̂ .
We are now in a position to state the Theorem of Hrushovski and Loeser [[HL],
Theorem 10.1.1] which we will use later.
Theorem 2.11. Let V be a quasi projective variety over a non-Archimedean valued
field. Let A ⊂ V F ∪ Γ∞ and X ⊂ V ×Γ
l
∞ be an A-definable set. Then there exists
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an pro A-definable continuous deformation retraction
H : I × X̂ → X̂
whose image Z is definably homeomorphic to a definable subset of Γw∞ for some
finite A-definable set w such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) Let R denote a finite collection of A-definable functions ξi : V → Γ∞.
Then every ξi ∈ R extends to a pro-definable function ξi : V̂ → V . We can
choose H so that ξi◦H = ξi. This implies that if one were to choose a finite
number of subvarieties in X then the homotopy restricts to a homotopy of
each of these sub varieties.
(2) If G is a finite algebraic group acting on V such that it preserves X then
the homotopy can be chosen to be equivariant for this action.
(3) Let I = [iI , eI ]. H satisfies the following property :
H(eI , H(t, x)) = H(eI , x)
(4) H fixes the image of the homotopy.
(5) When X = V and l = 0, one may require that the image of the homotopy
is Zariski dense in V̂i for every irreducible component Vi of V .
(6) Any point in the image, viewed as a stably dominated type has equal tran-
scendence degree and residual transcendence degree. That is to say that if
p, q were two elements of X̂ contained in the image of the homotopy and
M |= ACV F which contains A∪V F and A∪Γ then if c |= p|M and d |= q|M
then
trdegM (M(c)) = trdegM (M(d))
and similarly
trdegk(M)k(M(c)) = trdegk(M)k(M(d))
t
Here k(M) is used to denote the corresponding residue field of the model M .
2.3.1. Restating Theorem 2.11 for Berkovich Spaces. What follows in this subsec-
tion is a restatement of [[HL], 13.1]. Let F be a valued field such that its value
group is a subset of R∞. Let F denote the substructure defined by the pair (F,R∞).
Let V be a quasi projective variety and X be an F-definable subset of V . We define
the Berkovich space BF(X) to be the set of F - types concentrating on the space
X which are almost orthogonal [[HL], 2.4] to Γ. We define an almost Γ-orthogonal
type as follows.
Definition 2.12. If C ⊂ U and p is a C-type then we will say that p is almost
orthogonal to Γ if for any realization a of p we have that Γ(C(a)) = Γ(C).
The space BF(X) can be endowed with a topology. We proceed as when we
defined a topology on X̂. A pre-basic open subset of BF(X) is of the form {p ∈
BF(X ∩O)|val(f)∗(p) ∈W} where O ⊂ V is a Zariski open subspace of V defined
over F , f a regular function on O defined over F and W an F - definable open
subset of Γ∞.
If V is an F -variety then BF(V ) is canonically homeomorphic to the Berkovich
space V an discussed previously. We now explain how X̂ relates to the space BF(X).
Let K be a maximally complete, algebraically closed valued field containing F
having value group R∞ and whose residue field k(K) is the algebraic closure of the
residue field k(F ) of F . Such a field exists and is unique up to isomorphism over
the structure F. We will denote such a field Fmax.
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Let p ∈ X̂(Fmax). Then p|Fmax is an Fmax-type, and the formulas in p whose
parameters lie in F will define an almost Γ-orthogonal F -type i.e. an element of
the Berkovich space BF(X). We have thus defined a map
πX : X̂(Fmax)→ BF(X).
Proposition 2.13 ([HL], 13.1.1). If X is an F-definable subset of an algebraic
variety then the morphism πX : X̂(Fmax)→ BF(X) is surjective.
Although Theorem 2.11 concerns itself with the space V̂ , it can be deduced that
the homotopy constructed induces a homotopy on the Berkovich space BF(V ) of
almost Γ-orthogonalF-types such that the image of this retraction is the space Z(F)
[[HL], Section 13]. This in turn implies the existence of a deformation retraction of
V an. Furthermore, (1) (which is the only condition we will use) of the above result
is also fulfilled by the induced deformation retraction.
Proposition 2.14. Let V be a quasi-projective variety over a non-Archimedean real
valued field F . Let H : I × V̂ → V̂ be a pro F - definable deformation retraction
whose image Z := H(e, V̂ ) is definably homeomorphic to a definable subset of Γw∞
where w is a finite F - definable set. Let I = I(R∞) and Z := πV (Z(Fmax)). Then
H induces a deformation retraction
H˜ : I× V an → V an
whose image Z is homeomorphic to a finite simplicial complex.
3. An application of the reduction morphism
Our goal in this section is to prove Propositions 3.3 which we will make use of in
the proof of Theorem 1.7. We do so using the reduction map described in Section
2.1.1. Let L be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean real valued
field which is non-trivially valued. We will write the value group multiplicatively
in this section. Let A := L[T1, . . . , Tn] and I be an ideal in this polynomial algebra
such that B := L[T1, . . . , Tn]/I is an integral domain. Let U := Spec(B). Let
A := L{r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn} and B := L{r
−1
1 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn}/I be strict L-affinoid
algebras with ri ∈ |L
∗|. We use r to denote the n - tuple (r1, . . . , rn). Let πA
and πB denote the reduction morphisms M(A) → M˜(A) and M(B) → M˜(B)
respectively. We simplify notation and use X to denote the affinoid space M(B).
We assume without loss of generality that the space X contains the point at the
origin of Spec(A)an. We have a closed immersion i :M(B) →֒ M(A). By Section
2.1.1, the reduction morphism is a functorial construction and we have an associated
morphism between L˜-schemes i˜ : M˜(B)→ M˜(A). Note that this morphism is not
necessarily a closed immersion, it is however finite [[BGR], Theorem 6.3.4/2].
Lemma 3.1. Let x := (a1, . . . , an) ∈ L
n be an L-point of the affinoid space X.
Let B((a1, . . . , an), r) ⊂M(A) denote the Berkovich open ball around (a1, . . . , an)
of poly radius r. Let x˜ := πA ◦ i(x). Let i˜
−1(x˜) = {y˜1, . . . , y˜t}. We have that
(1)
B((a1, . . . , an), r) ∩X =
⋃
i
π−1B (y˜i).
The connected components of the open set B((a1, . . . , an), r) ∩ X are the
π−1B (y˜i) for all i.
(2) There exists a finite set of polynomials F := {F1, . . . , Ft} ⊂ L[T1, . . . , Tn]
such that for any y ∈ X, the open set π−1B (πB(y)) =
⋂
F∈FDX(F, y) where
DX(F, y) is the open set {p ∈ X ||(F − F (y))(p)| < 1}.
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Proof. (1) The reduction mapX 7→ X˜ is functorial on the category of L-affinoid
spaces. Hence we have the following commutative diagram.
M˜(B) M˜(A)
M(B) M(A)
❄ ❄
✲
✲
i˜
i
πB πA
.
In the diagram, we used i to denote the closed immersion M(B) →֒
M(A) and i˜ to denote the morphism M˜(B)→ M˜(A). By the commutativ-
ity of the diagram we need only show that π−1A (πA(x)) = B((a1, . . . , an), r).
Let p ∈M(A). The point p defines a morphismA → H(p) which induces
a morphism A˜ → H˜(p). Let hi ∈ L be such that |hi| = r
−1
i . It can be
verified directly from the definition of A˜ that A˜ = L˜
[
T˜1, .., T˜n
]
where T˜i is
the image of hi.Ti for the reduction map A
◦ → A˜. The L˜-point πA(x) is
defined by the L˜-morphism A˜ → L˜ which maps T˜i 7→ h˜i.ai. It follows that
πA(p) = πA(x) if and only if |(hi.Ti − hi.ai)(p)| < 1. Hence we have that
π−1A (πA(x)) = B((a1, . . . , an), r). By [[Bos], Kor 6.2] and Proposition 2.3,
the sets π−1B (y˜i) are connected and open.
(2) By definition, B◦ := {x ∈ B|ρB(x) ≤ 1} where ρB denotes the spectral
norm associated to the affinoid algebra B. The ring B◦ contains the ideal
B◦◦ := {x ∈ B|ρB(x) < 1} and we denote the quotient B˜. By [[BGR],
6.3.4/3], B˜ is a finite type L˜ - algebra. Let {F˜1, . . . , F˜t} be a set of generators
of B˜ and let F := {F1, . . . , Ft} be a set of elements in B
◦ such that the
image of Fj in B˜ is F˜j . We can choose the Fj so that they are polynomials
in L[T1, . . . , Tn]. Let y ∈ X ∩ B((a1, . . . , an), r) be an L -point. Then
y˜ := πB(y) ∈ X˜ is an L˜ - point. The point y˜ is uniquely defined by a
morphism y˜ : B˜ → L˜. This morphism is in turn determined by its values at
the generators F˜i. The image of F˜j for the morphism y˜ is F˜j(y) ∈ L˜. Let
p ∈ X . The point πB(p) ∈ X˜ defines a morphism B˜ → H˜(p). It follows that
πB(p) = y˜ if and only if the images of the F˜j for the morphism defined by
πB(p) are equal to F˜j(y) i.e. if and only if for every j, |(Fj−Fj(y))(p)| < 1.
This proves (2).

Given a finite set of polynomials F ⊂ L[T1, . . . , Tn] and a point x ∈ X(L), we
define VX(F, x) := ∩F∈FDX(F, x) where DX(F, x) = {p ∈ X ||(F−F (x))(p)| < 1}.
We now prove the result which we will use in Section 5. We make use of the
notation introduced above. Let D be a finite B-algebra which contains B and is
also an integral domain. Hence D = A[S1, . . . , Sm]/〈I, J〉 where J is an ideal in
the polynomial algebra C := L[T1, . . . , Tn, S1, . . . , Sm]. Let U
′ := Spec(D). Let
φ denote the finite surjective morphism U ′ → U . It induces a finite surjective
morphism φan : U ′an → Uan. The strict affinoid space X is an affinoid domain
in Uan. By [[B3], 2.1.8, 2.1.9], the finiteness of the morphism φan implies that
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B[S1, ...Sm]/J is a strict affinoid algebra and
(φan)−1(X) =M(B[S1, ...Sm]/J).
Let D denote the affinoid algebra B[S1, ...Sm]/J . After a suitable change of coordi-
nates we can assume thatM(D) contains the point at the origin of (Spec(C))an and
in addition that φmaps the point at the origin ofM(D) to the origin in X =M(B).
We hence assume thatD is of the form L{r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn, s
−1
1 S1, . . . , s
−1
m Sm}/〈I, J〉
where the si are non negative real numbers. We define Y := M(D) and C =
L{r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn, s
−1
1 S1, . . . , s
−1
m Sm}.
Let x be an L-point of X . Let W denote the Berkovich open ball around x
of poly radius l := (l1, . . . , ln) contained in M(A) where the li are positive real
numbers less than or equal to ri which belong to the value group |L
∗|.
Remark 3.2. Lemma 3.1 implies that there exists a finite set of L-points P ⊂ X
and polynomials {F1, . . . , Ft} ⊂ L[T1, . . . , Tn] such that
W ∩X =
⋃
x∈P
VX(F, x).(2)
Although this is not the exact version of Lemma 3.1, we can derive this formulation
as follows. Let B′ := L{l−11 T1, . . . , l
−1
n Tn}/I. By Lemma 3.1, we have that
W ∩X =
⋃
x∈P
VM(B′)(F
′, x).
for some finite set of polynomials F′ and a finite set of L-points P . For every li let
ei ∈ L be such that |ei| = l
−1
i . Extending the set F
′ by adding the polynomials eiTi
will yield equation (2). The set P is chosen so that the right hand side of (2) is the
disjoint union of open sets.
Proposition 3.3 below concerns itself with the nature of the preimage (φan)−1(W∩
X).
Proposition 3.3. There exists a finite set of polynomials G := {G1, . . . , Gt′} ⊂
L[T1, . . . , Tn, S1, . . . , Sm] and a finite set of points Q ⊂ Y (L) such that
(1) We have the following equality of sets
(φan)−1(W ∩X) =
⋃
y∈Q
VY (G, y).
(2) The {VY (G, y)}y∈Q are the connected components of the space (φ
an)−1(W∩
X).
(3) When the restriction of the morphism φan to the open set (φan)−1(W ∩X)
is an open morphism, we can choose Q to be the set φ−1(P ) and for any
y ∈ φ−1(P ), we have that φan(VY (G, y)) = VX(F, φ(y)).
Proof. The Berkovich open ball W ⊂ M(A) has poly radius (l1, . . . , ln) with li ∈
|L∗| for every i. We will assume without loss of generality that the point x has
coordinates (0, . . . , 0). Let B′ := L{l−11 T1, . . . , l
−1
n Tn}/I. Observe that the affinoid
spaceM(B′) is the intersection of the Berkovich closed disk centred at x inM(A) of
poly radius (l1, .., ln) and (Spec(B))
an. Let D′ := B′[S1, .., Sm]/J . By [[B3], 2.1.8,
2.1.9], D′ is a strict L-affinoid algebra since it is a finite B′-algebra. By definition
D′ contains B′. Furthermore,
(φan)−1(M(B′)) =M(D′).
As with the affinoid algebra D, we can write
D′ = L{l−11 T1, . . . , l
−1
n Tn, l
′−1
1 S1, . . . , l
′−1
m Sm}/〈I, J〉
where the l′i are non negative real numbers belonging to |L
∗|.
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Consider the following commutative diagram.
M˜(D′) M˜(B′)
M(D′) M(B′)
❄ ❄
✲
✲
φ˜an
φan
πD′ πB′
The morphism M(D′) → M(B′) is finite. By [[BGR], Theorem 6.3.4/2], the
induced morphism between the associated reductions M˜(D′)→ M˜(B′) is finite as
well. For every xi ∈ P , let x˜i be the image of xi for the reduction morphism πB′ .
Let Q˜ := {z˜1, . . . , z˜v} ⊂ M˜(D′) be the set of preimages of the set {x˜i|xi ∈ P} for
the morphism φ˜an. From the commutative diagram above, we have the following
equality ⋃
z˜i∈Q˜
π−1D′ (z˜i) =
⋃
xj∈P
(φan)−1(π−1B′ (πB′(xj))).(3)
By Proposition 2.3 and [[Bos], Kor 6.2], the sets π−1D′ (z˜i) ⊂ M(D
′) are connected
and open. From the commutative diagram we can also infer the following inequality⋃
yi∈φ−1(P )
π−1D′ (πD′(yi)) ⊆
⋃
z˜i∈H
π−1D′ (z˜i).(4)
Let Q be a set of L - points ofM(D′) which are in bijection with the set Q˜ via the
reduction morphism πD′ . By Remark 3.2, Lemma 3.1 and equation (3) there exists
a finite set of polynomials F ⊂ L[T1, . . . , Tn] and G0 ⊂ L[T1, . . . , Tn, S1, . . . , Sm]
such that
W ∩X =
⋃
x∈P
VM(B′)(F, x) =
⋃
x∈P
VX(F, x)
and
(φan)−1(W ∩X) =
⋃
z∈Q
VM(D′)(G0, z).
To complete the proof of the proposition, we enlarge the set G0 as follows. Recall
that in Remark 3.2, we chose ei ∈ L such that |ei| = l
−1
i . Likewise let |e
′
i| =
l′−1i . Such elements exists as we had assumed that li and l
′
i belong to |L
∗|. Let
T ′i := eiTi and S
′
i := e
′
iSi. Observe that since VM(D′)(G0, y) = π
−1
D′ (πD′(y)),
by Lemma 3.1(1) we must have that VM(D′)(G0, y) ⊆ B(y, (l1, . . . , ln, l
′
1, . . . , l
′
m))
where B(y, (l1, . . . , ln, l
′
1, . . . , l
′
m)) is the Berkovich open ball in M(C) around y of
poly radius (l1, . . . , ln, l
′
1, . . . , l
′
m). It follows that
VM(D′)(G0, y) = VY (G, y).
This concludes parts (1) and (2) of the proposition.
We now show that the inequality (4) above which is⋃
yi∈φ−1(P )
π−1D′ (πD′(yi)) ⊆
⋃
z˜i∈H
π−1D′ (z˜i)
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is in fact an equality when the restriction φan to (φan)−1(W ∩X) is an open mor-
phism. In this case, we claim that if z˜i ∈ Q˜ then there exists xj ∈ P such that
φan restricts to a surjection from π−1D′ (z˜i) onto π
−1
B′ (πB′(xj)). The morphism φ
an
restricts to a morphism between π−1D′ (z˜i) and the disjoint union of open sets -⋃
x∈P π
−1
B′ (πB′ (x)). The connectedness of π
−1
D′ (z˜i) implies that there exists xj ∈ P
such that the image φan((πD′)
−1(z˜i)) is contained in π
−1
B′ (πB′ (xj)). Also, the re-
striction φan :M(D′)→M(B′) is closed as it is a finite morphism. The set π−1D′ (z˜i)
is both open and closed in
⋃
z˜i∈Q˜
π−1D′ (z˜i). As π
−1
B′ (πB′(xj)) is connected, we must
have that φan restricts to a surjection from π−1D′ (z˜i) onto π
−1
B′ (πB′ (xj)). It follows
that there exists y ∈ φ−1(P ) such that y ∈ π−1D′ (z˜i) from which we get the equality⋃
yi∈φ−1(P )
π−1D′ (πD′(yi)) =
⋃
z˜i∈Q˜
π−1D′ (z˜i).
This proves part (3) of the proposition. 
4. The theorem for V̂
We now reinterpret Theorem 1.7 for the spaces V̂ discussed in Section 2.3. Let V ′
and V be integral projective k - varieties such that V is normal and let φ : V ′ → V
be a finite surjective morphism. The morphism φ induces a pro - definable map
φ̂ : V̂ ′ → V̂ . We write the structure of the value group additively in this section.
As before, we fix an embedding V →֒ Pnk and an affine chart of P
n
k . We will
regard the spaces V ′, V and Pn as k - definable sets in ACVF. As in Section 2,
we fix U - a very large saturated model of ACVF and assume that every model of
interest to us is a small sub structure of U.
One of the advantages of working in the model theoretic setting is that we need
no longer concern ourself with the process of extending scalars. In Section 2.1 of
[HL] a brief discussion concerning definable sets is given. We reproduce a part of
that discussion here. Let σ be a formula in ACVF with parameters contained in
a structure C. The formula σ defines a functor from the category of models and
elementary embeddings of ACVF which contain C to the category of sets i.e. given
a model M of ACVF which contains C, the functor Zσ associates M to the set
Zσ(M) := {a ∈ M |M |= σ(a)}. The functor Zσ is completely determined by the
large set Zσ(U). The set of L - points of V ×k L in the algebraic sense is the set
V (L) (in the model theoretic sense) where the latter is not to be confused with the
scheme theoretic notion Homk(Spec(L), V ). The points which are not closed in the
variety V correspond to k - types which concentrate on V .
As in 2.6, the definable set Pn can be realised as the union of n+ 1 closed disks
A0i which are glued together definably. Each A
0
i is a 0 - definable sub set of A
n and
comes equipped with definable functions Tj/Ti : A
0
i → V F for j ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}
and where V F denotes the value field sort. These functions define the coordinates
of the points of A0i . In 2.2, we used these functions to define Berkovich open balls
around points. We repeat that procedure to define for every x ∈ Pn, a family of
definable sets O0x which are v+ g open neighbourhoods of x. The notion of a v+ g
topology was introduced in [[HL], Section 3.7]. Explicitly, if O ∈ O0x and x ∈ A
0
i for
some i then O is defined by the formula {x ∈ Pn|val(Tj/Ti−Tj/Ti(x)) > rj} where
rj ∈ Γ, rj ≥ 0 and val denotes the valuation V F → Γ∞. It can be checked that
the family O0x defined in this way is independent of the A
0
i chosen. In addition,
we have as before a function h : O0x → [0,∞]
n+12 which defines the poly radii of
elements of O0x. Precisely, if x ∈ A
0
i and O ∈ O
0
x then O is uniquely defined by
its poly radius ri := (r1, . . . , rn+1) where we set ri = 0. If x /∈ A
0
i then we set
ri := (0, . . . , 0). We define h(O) := (ri)i. Observe that if x and h(O) are defined
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over a model M of ACVF then Ô is an open pro - M definable subspace of P̂n.
By definition the function h extends to a map h : O0 :=
⋃
x∈Pn O
0
x → [0,∞]
n+12 .
Observe that for x ∈ Pn(L) where L is a non-Archimedean real valued extension
of k and O ∈ O0x(R∞), we have that h(O) = log(hL(O
an)) (Remark 1.3, Section
2.2). Let R ⊂ Γn+1
2
∞ × V be defined by those pairs (r, x) for which there exists an
element O ∈ O0x such that h(O) = r. The set R is k - definable. This can be shown
by an explicit calculation similar to what was done in Section 2.2.1for P1k.
Remark 4.1. In Remark 1.5, we introduced a collection S of functions from
R
(n+1)2
>0 to R>0 an element of which extends to a function R
(n+1)2
≥0 → R≥0 naturally.
When writing the value group additively, we adapt the family S as follows. Firstly,
log : (R>0,×) → (R,+) (Remark 1.3) is an isomorphism of abelian groups which
reverses the ordering and whose inverse is the function exp : (R,+) → (R>0,×)
which maps x 7→ cx. If g ∈ S, we define g′ : Rn+1
2
→ R. Let r = (ri,j)i,j ∈ R
n+12 .
It follows that cr ∈ R
(n+1)2
>0 where c
r := (cri,j )i,j . Let g
′(r) := log(g(cr)). The
properties of the function g ∈ S imply the following.
(1) The function g′ is continuous with respect to the topology induced by the
ordering.
(2) If (ri,j)i,j and (si,j)i,j are (n + 1)
2-tuples in R(n+1)
2
such that ri,j ≤ si,j
then g′((ri,j)i,j) ≤ g
′((si,j)i,j).
(3) g is a definable function in the language of Ordered Abelian groups.
As in Remark 1.5, we extend the function g′ so that it defines a function Γn+1
2
∞ →
Γ∞.
Let g ∈ S. As in Section 2.3, given a real valued model F of ACVF, let F denote
the structure defined by the pair (F,R∞). As in Section 2.2, the function g
′ induces
an ordering on the set O0(F) :=
⋃
x∈Pn(F )O
0
x(F) where O
0
x(F) are those elements
of O0x which are defined over F. More precisely, as in Lemma 2.8, the function
g′ ◦ h : O0(F) → R∞ has the following property. If O1, O2 ∈ O
0(F) such that
O1 ⊆ O2 then (g
′ ◦ h)(O1) ≥ (g
′ ◦ h)(O2). The inequality above has been reversed
owing to the fact that h(Oi) = log(hF (O
an
i )). The functions g ∈ S hence allow us
to quantify the size of elements belonging to O0.
Lemma 4.2. Let d denote the separable degree of the finite morphism φ : V ′ → V .
For p ∈ V̂ , the cardinality of the set of preimages φ̂−1(p) is bounded above by d and
the set of simple points x in V for which card(φ−1(x)) = d is dense in V̂ .
Proof. Let M be a model of ACVF which contains k and x ∈ V (M). The point
x defines a closed point of the variety V ×k M . From algebraic geometry, the
cardinality of fibre φ−1M (x) is bounded above by d where φM : V
′×kM → V ×kM .
From our discussion above on definable sets, we conclude that the cardinality of
φ−1(x) is also bounded above by d when φ is viewed as a definable map between
the definable sets V ′ and V .
Let p ∈ V̂ . By definition, p is a stably dominated type which concentrates on V .
Let us assume that it is defined over a model M of ACVF which contains k. Let a
be a realization of the M - type p|M . Our discussion above implies that there exists
{a′1, . . . , a
′
t} ⊂ V
′ such that φ−1(a) := {a′1, . . . , a
′
t} and t ≤ d. As the function φ is
definable over k, we must have that the preimage of the M - type p|M extends to
at most t M - types which concentrate on V ′ and hence at most t stably dominated
types over M .
We now verify the remainder of the lemma. By Lemma 4.8, there exists affine
open sets U ⊂ V , U ′ ⊂ V ′ and an affine scheme U ′′ along with morphisms φ1 :
U ′ → U ′′ purely inseparable and φ2 : U
′′ → U separable of degree d such that the
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restriction of the morphism φ to U ′ factors as φ2 ◦ φ1. There exists an open sub
scheme U0 ⊂ U over which the morphism φ2 is etale and since k is algebraically
closed, the cardinality of the set φ−12 (y) for y ∈ U0 is equal to d. By [[H], 3.15],
the scheme U ×k L is irreducible for any field extension L of k. Hence U0 ×k L is
Zariski dense in U ×k L.
We claim that U0 is dense in V̂ . Indeed, let f be a non constant regular function
of some affine open subspace W of V and E some open set in Γ∞. From our
discussion above, the definable set U0 ∩ W is not empty and f is regular when
restricted to U0 ∩W and non constant. The function f : U0 ∩W → A
1 is dominant
for the Zariski topology. Let f¯ : U¯0 → P
1 be a compactification of the morphism
f . There exists an open set W0 ⊂ A
1 over which f¯ is flat and hence open. It
follows that the image of the map f contains a Zariski open subset of A1. We hence
reduce to showing that if W ⊂ A1 is a Zariski dense open subset, then the set
{val(x)|x ∈ W} ⊂ Γ∞ is dense for the linear topology. This can be easily verified.
Hence we have that the open set Ô ∩ V̂ contains at least one point which belongs
to U0. This proves the claim and concludes the proof.

For O ∈ O0x with h(O) = r, let NV (r, x) denote the number of connected compo-
nents of the space Ô∩V̂ and NV ′(r, x) denote the number of connected components
of the space φ̂−1(V̂ ∩ Ô).
Lemma 4.3. Let d denote the separable degree of the morphism φ : V ′ → V . Let
x ∈ V and O ∈ O0x. Let r := h(O). The preimage φ̂
−1(Ô ∩ V̂ ) is the disjoint
union of V̂ ′ open sets each of which is homeomorphic to Ô ∩ V̂ via φ̂ if and only
if NV ′(r, x) = d.NV (r, x). Furthermore, if φ̂
−1(Ô ∩ V̂ ) is the disjoint union of V̂ ′
open sets each of which is homeomorphic to Ô ∩ V̂ via φ̂ then the cardinality of the
number of preimages of a point in Ô ∩ V̂ is d.
Proof. As the variety V is normal, by Corollary 8.7.2 in [HL], the morphism φ̂ :
V̂ ′ → V̂ is open. By Lemma 4.2.24 in loc.cit, the map φ̂ is closed as well. Let
(r, x) ∈ R and O ∈ O0x such that h(O) = r. By 10.1.1, there exists a continuous
deformation retraction H : I × Ô ∩ V̂ → Ô ∩ V̂ such that the image H(e, Ô ∩ V̂ )
is a Γ - internal subset of Ô ∩ V̂ which is definably homeomorphic to a definable
subset Λ in Γm∞ for some m ∈ N. The connected components of Λ are open and
there are only finitely many of these. It follows that Ô ∩ V̂ is the finite disjoint
union of path connected open sets. Let {C1, . . . , Ct} be the connected components
of Ô ∩ V̂ . By a similar argument, φ̂−1(Ô ∩ V̂ ) is the disjoint union of a finite
number of open sets each of which are path connected. Let {C′1, . . . , C
′
t′} denote
the connected components of φ̂−1(Ô ∩ V̂ ). As the morphism φ̂ is clopen when
restricted φ̂−1(Ô ∩ V̂ ), we see that for every j there exists a unique i such that φ̂
maps C′j surjectively onto Ci. Hence the preimage φ̂
−1(Ô∩ V̂ ) is the disjoint union
of V̂ ′ open sets each of which is homeomorphic to Ô ∩ V̂ via φ̂ if and only if for
every j there exists a unique i such that φ̂ restricts to a bijection from C′j onto Ci
and the number of preimages of an element p ∈ Ô ∩ V̂ is constant. By Lemma 4.2,
this constant must be d as the set of elements p ∈ V̂ for which card(φ̂−1(p)) = d
is dense in V̂ . Since by Lemma 4.2, for p ∈ V̂ the set φ̂−1(p) has cardinality
bounded by d it follows that the preimage φ̂−1(Ô ∩ V̂ ) is the disjoint union of V̂ ′
open sets each of which is homeomorphic to Ô ∩ V̂ via φ̂ if and only if t′ = dt i.e
NV ′(r, x) = dNV (r, x).

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Te proof above can be adapted to show the following result.
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a model of ACVF. Let (r, x) ∈ R(M) and O ∈ O0x such
that h(O) = r. Let NMV ′ (r, x) denote the number of connected components of the
space (φ̂−1)(Ô(M) ∩ V̂ (M)) and NMV (r, x) be the number of connected components
of the space Ô(M)∩ V̂ (M). The preimage φ̂−1(Ô(M)∩ V̂ (M)) is the disjoint union
of V̂ ′(M) open sets each of which is homeomorphic to Ô(M) ∩ V̂ (M) via φ̂(M) if
and only if NMV ′ (r, x) = d.N
M
V (r, x).
We now prove a lemma which is central to the proof of Theorem 4.6. We preserve
the notation NMV ′ (r, x) and N
M
V (r, x) introduced in the preceding lemma.
Lemma 4.5. There exists a k - definable subset D of R such that for M a model of
ACVF with value group R∞ we have that (r, x) ∈ D(M) if and only if N
M
V ′ (r, x) =
dNMV (r, x) where d denotes the separable degree of the morphism φ.
Proof. Consider the setX ⊂ V ′×R consisting of tuples (z, r, x) such that (r, x) ∈ R,
z ∈ V ′ and φ(z) ∈ O where O ∈ O0x and h(O) = r. The set X is definable and if pr
denotes the projection X → R then for any (r, x) ∈ R the fibre pr−1(r, x) will be
the definable set φ−1(O∩V ) where O ∈ O0x such that h(O) = r. For τ = (r, x) ∈ R,
we will write Oτ for that element O ∈ O
0
x such that h(O) = r. Given τ ∈ R, we
write k(τ) for the definable closure of k ∪ {τ}. By Theorem 10.7.1 in [HL] there
exists, uniformly in τ ∈ R, a pro - definable family Hτ : I × φ̂
−1(Ôτ ∩ V̂ ) →
φ̂−1(Ôτ ∩ V̂ ), a finite k(τ) -definable set w(τ), a k(τ)- definable set Wτ ⊂ Γ
w(τ)
∞
and jτ : Wτ → Hτ (e, φ̂
−1(Ôτ ∩ V̂ )) , pro - definable uniformly in τ such that for
each τ ∈ R, Hτ is a deformation retraction and jτ : Wτ → Hτ (e, φ̂
−1(Ôτ ∩ V̂ ))
is a definable homeomorphism and e denotes the end point of the interval I. Let
Zτ := Hτ (e, φ̂
−1(Ôτ ∩ V̂ ). By the claim in the proof of Theorem 13.3.1 [HL], there
exists uniformly in τ a k(τ) - definable set Tτ ⊂ Γ
r
∞, a k(τ) - definable set W (τ)
and for w ∈ W (τ), a definable homeomorphism ψw : Zτ → Tτ . We have in this
manner obtained a family of definable subsets of Γr∞ parametrized by R. Observe
that if M is a model of ACVF with value group R∞ and τ ∈ R(M) then the
image of the deformation retraction Hτ (M) : I(R∞) × φ̂
−1(Ôτ (M) ∩ V̂ (M)) →
φ̂−1(Ôτ (M) ∩ V̂ (M)) is definably homeomorphic to Tτ (R∞).
Let Γ∗ be an expansion of Γ to RCF and ACVF’ denote the extension of ACVF
with the sort Γ∗ in place of Γ. By remark 13.3.2 in [HL], there exists a finite number
of polytopes such that for every τ ∈ R, Tτ (R∞) is homeomorphic to exactly one
of these polytopes. This implies firstly that there exists N such that for every
τ ∈ R, Tτ (R∞) has less than N connected components. It follows that R can be
partitioned into N ACVF’ definable sets {E′1, . . . , E
′
N} such that ifM is a model of
ACVF whose value group is R∞ and τ := (r, x) ∈ E
′
j(M) then φ̂
−1(Ô(M)∩ V̂ (M))
must have j connected components. The E′j are ACVF’ definable with parameters
in k. Indeed, the field kmax which is a maximally complete field extension of k with
value group R∞ and residue field k˜ (Section 2.3) can be extended to a model of
ACVF’. Let g ∈ Aut(kmax/k). Let τ ∈ R(kmax). As R is definable over k and the
Tτ are definable uniformly over k(τ), it follows that Tτ (R∞) and Tg(τ)(R∞) have
the same number of connected components which implies g(τ) ∈ E′j(kmax). As
E′j(kmax) is preserved by the action of Aut(kmax/k), we conclude that it is defined
with parameters from k.
In the above discussion if we were to substitute the set X ⊂ V ′×R with the k -
definable set X ′ ⊂ V ×R defined by tuples (z, r, x) such that (r, x) ∈ R, z ∈ V ∩O
where O ∈ O0x and h(O) = r, we would obtain a similar partition of R. That
is, there exists N ′ and a collection of ACVF’ k - definable subsets {F ′1, . . . , F
′
N ′}
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which partition R such that if M is a model of ACVF whose value group is R∞
and τ := (r, x) ∈ F ′j(M) then Ô(M) ∩ V̂ (M) must have j connected components.
The two ACVF’ partitions of R can be used to give an ACVF’ definable set D′ ⊂
R which is defined with parameters from k such that ifM is a model of ACVF whose
value group is R∞ and τ := (r, x) ∈ D
′(M) then NMV ′ (r, x) = dN
M
V (r, x). By Beth’s
theorem, there exists an ACVF definable set D ⊂ R defined with parameters in k
such that if M is a model of ACVF whose value group is R∞ then D(M) = D
′(M)
i.e. if τ ∈ D(M) then NMV ′ (r, x) = dN
M
V (r, x).

The following is a version of Theorem 1.7 for the spaces V̂ .
Theorem 4.6. Let φ : V ′ → V be a finite surjective morphism between irreducible,
projective varieties with V normal. Let g ∈ S. There exists a pro-definable defor-
mation retraction
ψ : I × V̂ → V̂
which satisfies the following properties.
(1) Let I be a generalised interval of the form [i, e]. The image Tg := ψ(e, V̂ ) of
the deformation retraction ψ is a Γ - internal subset of V̂ [[HL],Chapter 6]
and there exists a definable homeomorphism jg : Tg → Υg where Υg ⊂ Γ
n
∞
is a k - definable set.
(2) There exists a well defined piecewise linear function Mg : Tg → Γ∞ which
satisfies the following conditions. The function Mg takes values other than
∞. In fact there exists x ∈ Tg(k) such that Mg(x) 6= ∞. Let γ ∈ Tg
be a point for which Mg(γ) 6= 0 and x ∈ ψ(e, )
−1(γ) such that there ex-
ists L/k a complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field
extension for which Γ∞(L) = R∞ and x ∈ V (L). There exists W ∈
(g′ ◦h)−1(Mg(γ))∩O
0
x such that the open set (φ̂)
−1(Ŵ (L)∩ V̂ (L)) ⊂ V̂ ′(L)
decomposes into the disjoint union of V̂ ′(L) open sets, each homeomorphic
to Ŵ (L)∩ V̂ (L) via φ̂. Furthermore, let O ∈ O0x be such that h(O) ∈ R
n+12
∞
and the preimage of Ô(L) ∩ V̂ (L) under φ̂ decomposes into the disjoint
union of open sets in V̂ ′(L), each homeomorphic to Ô(L) via the morphism
φ̂. Then (g′ ◦ h)(O) ≥Mg(γ).
Proof. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.4, there exists a k - definable subset D of R such that
if M is a model of ACVF with value group R∞ then D(M) is the set of tuples
(r, x) defined over M such that if W ∈ O0x(M) and h(W ) = r then φ̂
−1(Ŵ (M) ∩
V̂ (M)) is the disjoint union of V̂ (M) open sets each of which are homeomorphic
to Ŵ (M) ∩ V̂ (M) via the morphism φ̂. The k - definable set D ⊂ [0,∞]n+1
2
× V
comes equipped with a projection map pr : D → V . For x ∈ V , let Dx := pr
−1(x).
By definition, Dx is uniformly definable in x with parameters in k(x). Hence
g′ ◦ h(Dx) ⊂ Γ∞ is a k(x) - definable set. For x ∈ V , let g
′
inf(x) be the infimum of
the definable set g′ ◦ h(Dx)(U) ⊂ Γ∞(U). We set g
′
inf(x) = ∞ when the set Dx is
empty. As Dx is uniformly definable in x with parameters in k(x), g
′
inf extends to
a k - definable function from V → Γ∞ which can be extended to a pro - definable
function V̂ to Γ∞.
By Theorem 2.11, there exists a k - definable Γ - internal subset Tg of V̂ , a pro
- definable deformation retraction H : I × V̂ → V̂ such that H(e, V̂ ) = Tg where e
denotes the end point of the interval I and the function g′inf is constant along the
fibres of the deformation retraction. Let Mg denote the restriction of g
′
inf to Tg. It
remains to verify part (2) of the statement of the theorem.
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Let γ ∈ Tg and x ∈ V such that H(e, x) = γ. Furthermore, we suppose that L
is a model of ACVF over which x is defined and Γ∞(L) = R∞. Let O ∈ O
0
x(L)
be such that the preimage of Ô(L) ∩ V̂ (L) under φ̂ decomposes into the disjoint
union of open sets in V̂ ′(L), each homeomorphic to Ô(L) via the morphism φ̂. It
follows from Lemma 4.3 that h(O) ∈ Dx(L). Hence from the definition of g
′
inf(x)
we get that (g′ ◦h)(O) ≥ g′inf(x) =Mg(γ). Furthermore, by Lemma 4.7 there exists
W ∈ O0x(L) such that g
′ ◦ h(W ) = g′inf(x). This proves part (2) of the theorem.
We now show that the function Mg takes values other than ∞. By Lemma 4.8,
there exists affine open sets U ⊂ V , U ′ ⊂ V ′ and an affine scheme U ′′ along with
morphisms φ1 : U
′ → U ′′ purely inseparable and φ2 : U
′′ → U separable of degree d
such that the restriction of the morphism φ to U ′ factors as φ2 ◦φ1. As φ1 is purely
inseparable, the induced map φ̂1 is a homeomorphism. There exists a smooth open
sub scheme U0 ⊂ U over which the morphism φ2 is etale. Let x be a k - point in
U0. By Lemma 7.4.1 in [HL], there exists O ∈ O
0
x(R∞) with h(O) ∈ Dx with finite
poly radius which implies that g′inf(x) <∞.

Lemma 4.7. Let x ∈ V and M be a model of ACVF which contains k such that
x ∈ V (M) and Γ(M) ⊆ R∞. Let M denote the structure defined by (M,R∞).
There exists O ∈ Dx(M) i.e h(O) ∈ Dx(M) such that g
′ ◦h(O) = inf{g′ ◦h(O)|O ∈
Dx(M)} i.e. the set {g
′ ◦ h(O)|O ∈ Dx(M)} contains its infimum.
Proof. Firstly observe that Dx(M) = Dx(R∞). By definition, the function g
′ :
R
(n+1)2
∞ → R∞ is continuous with respect to the topology on R∞ induced by its
ordering. Hence to prove the lemma it suffice to show that {h(O)|O ∈ Dx(M)} ∪
(∞, . . . ,∞) is compact. As {h(O)|O ∈ Dx(M)} ∪ (∞, . . . ,∞) ⊆ [0,∞]
n+12 , we
need only show that it is closed. Let (On)n be a sequence of elements in Dx(M)
such that (h(On))n converges to r ∈ R
n+12
∞ . By definition of the family O
0
x(M),
it can be verified that there exists an element W ∈ O0x(M) such that h(W ) = r
and W is uniquely determined by r and x. We will show that W ∈ Dx(M).
There exists a subsequence (Omn)n of (On)n such that the sequence of R∞ - tuples
((ri,mn)i)n := h(Omn)n is either increasing or decreasing at each component i.e.
the sequence (ri,mn)n is either increasing or decreasing for every i. Observe that
if O ∈ Dx(M) and O
′ ∈ Ox(M) such that h(O
′) ≥ h(O) then O′ ∈ Dx(M). It
follows that we can assume the sequence (On)n is increasing i.e. that the sequence
(h(O)n)n is decreasing with respect to the point wise ordering. This implies that
W =
⋃
nOn and it can be verified that the ball W must also belong to Dx(M). 
Lemma 4.8. Let U and U ′ be integral k-varieties and φ : U ′ → U be a finite
surjective morphism between them. There exists integral affine k-varieties W ⊂ U ,
W ′ ⊂ U ′ and W ′′ along with morphisms φ1 : W
′ → W ′′ and φ2 : W
′′ → W such
that
(1) W and W ′ are Zariski open subsets of U and U ′ respectively.
(2) φ = φ2 ◦ φ1.
(3) The extension of function fields k(W ′′) →֒ k(W ′) induced by φ1 is purely
inseparable.
(4) The extension of function fields k(W ) →֒ k(W ′′) induced by φ2 is separable.
Proof. To begin, observe that the morphism φ is flat over a Zariski open subset
of U and that U ′ is birational to its normalization. A flat morphism which is of
finite type is open. It follows that there exists a Zariski open affine subset W ⊂ U
and a Zariski open set W ′ ⊂ U ′ which is normal and in addition the restriction
φ : W ′ →W is flat and surjective.
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The extension of function fields k(W ) →֒ k(W ′) can be realized as the compo-
sition of a purely inseparable extension and a separable extension. To be precise,
there exists a field k(W ′′) such that k(W ) →֒ k(W ′) factorizes into k(W ) →֒ k(W ′′)
which is separable and k(W ′′) →֒ k(W ′) which is purely inseparable.
Let A and A′ be k-algebras of finite type such that W = Spec(A) and W ′ =
Spec(A′). Let A′′ denote the normalisation of A in k(W ′′) and setW ′′ := Spec(A′′).
We hence have a separable morphism φ2 : W
′′ → W . Since A′ was constructed to
be integrally closed in k(W ′) and to contain A, we have that the integral closure
of A in k(W ′) must be contained in A′. This implies A′ contains A′′ and hence we
have a purely inseparable morphism φ1 :W
′ →W ′′. This proves the lemma. 
5. Proof of the main theorem
In this section we prove Theorem 1.7. Let V and V ′ be irreducible, projective
k-varieties with V normal and φ : V ′ → V be a finite surjective morphism. The
morphism φ induces a morphism between the respective analytifications. Hence we
have
φan : V ′an → V an.
Remark 5.1. We introduced the collection of functions S (Remark 1.5) for the
following reason. Let x ∈ V an(L) (Remark 1.1). Associated to x is an L-point of
V anL which we denoted xL (Section 1). In Section 2, we defined a collection of open
neighbourhoods OxL of xL along with a function hL :
⋃
x∈V an(L)OxL → R
(n+1)2
≥0 .
An element g ∈ S allows us to compare elements of the family OxL . To be precise,
the family
⋃
x∈V an(L)OxL is partially ordered by the partial ordering defined by set
theoretic inclusion. By Lemma 2.8, if O1, O2 ∈
⋃
x∈V an(L)OxL with O1 ⊆ O2 then
g ◦ hL(O1) ≤ g ◦ hL(O2).
We could also avoid using the function g and instead do the following. Let S′
denote the collection of 0 - definable total orderings of the set (R∞)
(n+1)2 which
satisfy the following property. If ≤p∈ S
′ then given a pair of (n+ 1)2-tuples (xi)i,
(yj)j such that xi ≤ yi for all i, we must have that (xi)i ≤p (yi)i. We ask in
addition that if C is a non empty, compact subspace of (R≥0)
(n+1)2 then it contains
a supremum with respect to the ordering ≤p.
One can prove the following version of the main result:
Theorem 5.2. Let φ : V ′ → V be a finite surjective morphism between irreducible,
projective varieties with V normal. Let ≤g∈ S
′. There exists a generalised real
interval I := [i, e] and a deformation retraction
ψ : I × V an → V an
which satisfies the following properties.
(1) The image ψ(e, V an) of the deformation retraction ψ is a finite simplicial
complex. Let Υg denote this finite simplicial complex.
(2) There exists a well defined function Mg : Υg → R≥0 which satisfies the
following conditions. The function Mg is not identically zero and log(Mg)
is piecewise linear. Let γ ∈ Υg be a point on the finite simplicial complex
for which Mg(γ) 6= 0 and x ∈ ψ(e, )
−1(γ). Let L/k be any complete
non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field extension such that
x ∈ V an(L). There exists WxL ∈ (hL)
−1(Mg(γ)) ∩ OxL such that the open
set (φanL )
−1(WxL ∩ V
an
L ) ⊂ V
′an
L decomposes into the disjoint union of open
sets, each homeomorphic to WxL ∩ V
an
L via φ
an
L . Furthermore, let O ∈ OxL
be such that the preimage of O∩V anL under φ
an
L decomposes into the disjoint
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union of open sets in V ′anL , each homeomorphic to O∩V
an
L via the morphism
φanL . Then (g ◦ hL)(O) ≤g Mg(γ).
The proof of the above result is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.7. We now
state and prove Theorem 1.7. We make use of Theorem 4.6 wherein we viewed
the value group additively and used the functions h in place of hL. By defini-
tion, if x ∈ VL(L) where L is a real valued model of ACVF and O ∈ O
0
x(L) then
BL(O) ∈ Ox where BL(O) is the Berkovich analytification of O [Section 2.3]. We
have that h(O) = log(hL(BL(O))) where the function log (Remark 1.3) is applied
component wise.
Theorem 1.7. Let φ : V ′ → V be a finite surjective morphism between irreducible,
projective varieties with V normal. Let g ∈ S. There exists a generalised real
interval I := [i, e] and a deformation retraction
ψ : I × V an → V an
which satisfies the following properties.
(1) The image ψ(e, V an) ⊂ V an of the deformation retraction ψ is homeomor-
phic to a finite simplicial complex. Let Υg denote this finite simplicial
complex.
(2) There exists a well defined function Mg : Υg → R≥0 which satisfies the
following conditions. The function Mg takes values other 0 and log ◦Mg
is piecewise linear (Remark 1.3). Let γ ∈ Υg be a point on the finite sim-
plicial complex for which Mg(γ) 6= 0 and x ∈ ψ(e, )
−1(γ). Let L/k be
any complete non-Archimedean real valued algebraically closed field exten-
sion such that x ∈ V an(L). There exists WxL ∈ (g ◦ hL)
−1(Mg(γ)) ∩ OxL
such that (φanL )
−1(WxL ∩ V
an
L ) ⊂ V
′an
L decomposes into the disjoint union
of open sets, each homeomorphic to WxL ∩ V
an
L via φ
an
L . Furthermore, let
O ∈ OxL be such that the preimage of O ∩ V
an
L under φ
an
L decomposes into
the disjoint union of open sets in V ′anL , each homeomorphic to O ∩ V
an
L via
the morphism φanL . Then (g ◦ hL)(O) ≤Mg(γ).
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.6 to the given data. Hence there exists a pro k - defin-
able deformation retraction H : I× V̂ → V̂ where I is a generalised interval defined
over k, a k - definable Γ-internal set Z ⊂ V̂ which is k - definably homeomorphic
to a finite simplicial complex Υ′g and is the image of the deformation retraction H
i.e. H(e, V̂ ) = Z. Furthermore, there exists a k - definable function M ′g on Z and
hence a piecewise linear function on Υ′g which satisfies properties (1) and (2) stated
in Theorem 4.6.
Let k denote the substructure of ACVF defined by the pair (k,R∞). By section
2, the space Bk(V ) of weakly orthogonal k - types is canonically homeomorphic to
the Berkovich space V an. We will for the remainder of this proof use the notation
Bk(V ) for the Berkovich space V
an.
Given a valued field M whose value group is contained in R∞, there exists a
maximally complete valued field K which contains M and whose residue field is
equal to the algebraic closure of the residue field of M . By Kaplansky’s theorem
this field is unique up to isomorphism over M = (M,R∞) and we denote it Mmax.
By Lemma 13.1.1 and Corollary 13.1.6 in [HL], there exists a canonical continuous
closed surjection V̂ (kmax) → Bk(V ) which induces a deformation retraction H :
I(k) × Bk(V )→ Bk(V ) with image Z(k). As Z(k) is homeomorphic to Υg(k) we
identify it via this homeomorphism and set Υg := Z(k). Observe that I(k) is a
generalised real interval. By Theorem 4.6, the function M ′g restricted to Υg takes
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values different from ∞. It follows that Mg := exp ◦M
′
g (Remark 4.1) takes values
different from 0.
We verify part (2) of the theorem. Let p ∈ Bk(V )(L) where L is a real valued
complete model of ACVF. This is equivalent to saying that H(p) ⊆ L. This implies
that p when viewed as a weakly orthogonal k - type on V admits a realisation
defined over L. The point xL ∈ V (L) is such a realisation. Let γ = H(e, xL). By
4.6, there exists W ∈ O0xL(Lmax) such that g
′ ◦ h(W ) = M ′g(γ) and h(O) ∈ Dx
where Dx is as in the proof of Theorem 4.6. Since Γ(Lmax) = Γ(L), W is in
fact L - definable. Hence we must have that BL(W ) ∈ OxL and by Remark 4.1
g ◦ hL(BL(W )) =Mg(γ). We have the following commutative diagram.
BL(V
′) BL(V )
V̂ ′(Lmax) V̂ (Lmax)
❄ ❄
✲
✲
φanL
φ̂
πV ′
L
πVL
As h(W ) ∈ Dx, φ̂
−1(Ŵ (Lmax) ∩ V̂ (Lmax)) is the disjoint union of open sets
each of which are homeomorphic to Ŵ (Lmax)∩ V̂ (Lmax) via the morphism φ̂. Let
d denote the separable degree of the morphism φ. By Lemma 4.3, there exists
W ′1, . . . ,W
′
d ⊂ V̂
′ such that the W ′i (Lmax) are open in V̂
′(Lmax), φ̂
−1(Ŵ (Lmax) ∩
V̂ (Lmax)) =
⋃
iW
′
i (Lmax) and the morphism φ̂ restricts to a homeomorphism from
each of the W ′i (Lmax) onto Ŵ (Lmax) ∩ V̂ (Lmax). Let W
′
i
0
denote the subset of
simple points of W ′i . The set W
′
i
0
is an ind-definable set [[HL],Section 2.2] and
as W ′0i (Lmax) is in bijection with the definable set W (Lmax) ∩ V (Lmax) via the
definable map φ, we deduce by compactness that W ′0i (Lmax) and hence W
′0
i must
be definable as well. Since the morphism φ is defined over k and W is defined over
L = (L,R∞), it follows that W
′0
i is defined over L. As all models of ACVF which
contain Lmax are equivalent, we deduce that the W
′0
i are disjoint and φ restricts
to a bijection from W ′0i onto W ∩ V . Also Ŵ
′0
i = W
′
i . It can be deduced from
the definition of the morphism πV ′
L
that it restricts to a morphism from W ′i (Lmax)
onto BL(W
′
i
0
) i.e. πV ′
L
(W ′i (Lmax)) = BL(W
′0
i ). We claim that the BL(W
′0
i ) are
disjoint open subspaces of BL(V
′). That they are disjoint follows from the fact that
the W ′i (Lmax) are disjoint. Indeed, let p be an L - type lying in the intersection
of BL(W
′0
1 ) and BL(W
′0
2 ) which are distinct. Let c be a realisation of p. The
type tp(c|Lmax) is an Lmax - stably dominated type that belongs to both W
′
1 and
W ′2 which is not possible. We now show that for every i, BL(W
′0
i ) is an open
subspace of BL(V
′). The morphism πV ′
L
is closed and hence it restricts to a closed
surjection from φ̂−1(Ŵ (Lmax)∩ V̂ (Lmax)) onto
⋃
iBL(W
′0
i ). For a fixed j, the set⋃
i6=jW
′
i (Lmax) is a closed subspace of φ̂
−1(Ŵ (Lmax)∩ V̂ (Lmax)) whose image via
the morphism πV ′
L
is the set
⋃
i6=j BL(W
′0
i ). Since the BL(W
′0
i ) are disjoint, the
set BL(W
′0
j ) is open in
⋃
iBL(W
′0
i ). The commutative diagram implies that
(φanL )
−1(BL(W ) ∩BL(V )) =
⋃
i
BL(W
′0
i ).
Hence the BL(W
′0
i ) are open in BL(V
′).
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We claim that φan restricts to a homeomorphism from each of the BL(W
′0
i ) onto
BL(W ) ∩BL(V ). We fix an index j. Since the vertical arrows of the commutative
diagram above are closed and the restriction of φ̂ toW ′i (Lmax) is a homeomorphism
onto Ŵ (Lmax) ∩ V̂ (Lmax) the morphism φ
an
L is a closed surjection from BL(W
′0
j )
onto BL(W ) ∩ BL(V ). We now show that it is also a bijection. Let p ∈ BL(W ) ∩
BL(V ) and c be a realisation of p. The point c is simple in Ŵ ∩ V̂ . By Lemma 4.2,
there exists exactly d preimages of c in V ′ each contained in exactly one W ′0i . Let
{c′1, . . . , c
′
d} denote this set of preimages where c
′
i ∈ W
′0
i . The type tp(c
′
i|Lmax) is
an Lmax - stably dominated type contained in W
′
i and its image in Ŵ ∩ V̂ for the
morphism φ̂ is the stably dominated type tp(c|Lmax). As the BL(W
′0
i ) are mutually
disjoint and πV ′
L
(W ′i (Lmax)) = BL(W
′0
i ) it follows that there must be at least d
weakly orthogonal types in BL(V
′) which map to p. However, the cardinality of
the fibre over p for the morphism φanL is bounded above by d. It follows that there
exists one unique element in BL(W
′
i ) which maps to p via φ
an. This implies that
the morphism φanL restricts to a closed bijection from BL(W
′
i ) onto BL(W )∩BL(V ).
It is hence a homeomorphism.
We now verify the remainder of the theorem. Let O ∈ O0xL be such that
(φanL )
−1(BL(O)∩BL(V )) is the disjoint union of open sets in BL(V
′) each of which
are homeomorphic to BL(O) ∩ BL(V ) via the morphism φ
an
L . From the definition
of the functions h and hL and Remark 4.1, g
′ ◦ h(O) = log((g ◦ hL)(O)). It can
be deduced from the definition of the functions g, g′ and Mg that to complete the
proof we must show that g′ ◦h(O) ≥M ′g(γ). The field L is algebraically closed and
non - trivially valued. Hence its value group Γ(L) is dense in R∞. This implies
that {h(O)|O ∈ O0xL(L)} which is the set of elements definable over L is dense in
{h(O)|O ∈ O0xL(L)}. As g
′(R∞) is a continuous function, we can reduce to when
O ∈ O0xL(L). To show g
′ ◦ h(O) ≥ M ′g(γ) it suffices to prove that h(O) ∈ DxL .
By definition, (φanL )
−1(BL(O) ∩ BL(V )) must be the disjoint union of open sets
in BL(V
′). By Proposition 3.3, there exists d, L - definable semi-algebraic sets
O′i ⊂ V
′ such that (φanL )
−1(BL(O) ∩ BL(V )) =
⋃
iBL(O
′
i) and the morphism φ
an
L
restricts to a homeomorphism from BL(O
′
i) onto BL(O) ∩BL(V ) for every i. This
implies in particular that φ restricts to a bijection from O′i(L) onto O(L) for every
i. As all models of ACVF which contain L are equivalent to L, we must have that
the morphism φ restricts to a bijection between O′i(U) and O(U) ∩ V (U) for every
i and in addition O′i(U) ∩ O
′
j(U) is empty. Furthermore, for any z ∈ O ∩ V , there
exists exactly d preimages of z in V ′, exactly one in each of the O′i. We now show
that the morphism φ̂ induces a homeomorphism between Ôi and Ô ∩ V̂ . Firstly,
our description of the sets O′i from Proposition 3.3 was explicit, and it follows from
this description that Ô′i is an open subset of V̂
′. Since V̂ is normal, the morphism
φ̂ is open and the restriction of φ̂ to the open set Ô′i is also an open map. This
restriction is in fact bijective. Indeed, let p ∈ (Ô ∩ V̂ )(Lmax). By definition p is a
stably dominated type. Let a be a realisation of the type p|L. The arguments above
imply that there exists exactly d preimages of a, one in each of the O′i. But as O
′
i
is defined over L there exists at least d preimages of p. However the cardinality of
the set φ̂−1(p) is bounded above by d. Hence there exists exactly one preimage of p
in each of the Ô′i. It follows that the restriction of φ̂ to each of the Ô
′
i is a bijective
open morphism which in turn implies that the restriction of φ̂ to Ô′i(Lmax) is a
bijective open morphism onto Ô(Lmax) ∩ V̂ (Lmax). Hence h(O) ∈ DxL . 
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6. The tying up of loose ends
In the introduction we announced that the goal of this article was to prove a
generalization of Theorem 1.2. In the previous section we proved Theorem 1.7. We
now show that the main theorem implies Theorem 1.2. We begin by showing that
Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to Theorem 1.6. We write the value groupmultiplicatively
in this section.
Proposition 6.1. Let φ : P1k → P
1
k be a finite morphism. Given such a morphism,
theorems 1.2 and 1.6 are equivalent.
Proof. Let us assume that Theorem 1.2 is true. Let x ∈ P1,ank and L/k be a
complete, algebraically closed, non-Archimedean real valued field extension of k
such that x ∈ P1,ank (L). By definition, f(x) is the minimum of the radius of the
largest Berkovich open ball around xL whose preimage is the disjoint union of
homeomorphic copies of the ball via the morphism φanL and 1. The assumption that
Theorem 1.2 is true implies that there exists a finite simplicial complex Υ ⊂ P1,ank
and a deformation retraction
ψ : I × P1,ank → P
1,an
k
with image Υ such that the function f is constant on the fibres of this retraction.
We define M : Υ→ [0, 1] as follows. Let γ ∈ Υ. Pick any x ∈ P1,ank which retracts
to γ and set M(γ) := f(x). Since the function f is constant along the fibres of
the retraction, M is well defined. It is also not identically zero and log(M) is
piecewise linear. It can be checked that the existence of the simplicial complex Υ,
the deformation retraction ψ and the function M : Υ→ [0, 1] imply that Theorem
1.6 is true.
We now assume Theorem 1.6 and show 1.2 is true. By assumption, there exists
a finite, simplicial complex Υ ⊂ P1,ank , a retraction
ψ : I × P1,ank → P
1,an
k
with image Υ and a function M : Υ → [0, 1] such that if x ∈ ψ(e, )−1(γ) where
M(γ) > 0 and L/k is a complete, algebraically closed, non-Archimedean real valued
field extension of k such that x ∈ P1,ank (L) then the Berkovich open ball around
xL of radius M(γ) decomposes into the disjoint union of Berkovich open balls
each homeomorphic to it. Furthermore, if O is any other Berkovich open ball
around xL whose radius is less than or equal to 1 such that its preimage for the
morphism φanL decomposes into the disjoint union of homeomorphic copies of the
ball then its radius is less than or equal to M(γ). If ψ(e, x) = γ then it is clear that
f(x) = M(γ). Hence the function f is constant along the fibres of the retraction
morphism ψ(e, ). Furthermore, f is not identically zero and log(f) is piecewise
linear on Υ. This proves Theorem 1.2. 
Proposition 6.2. Theorem 1.7 implies Theorem 1.6.
Proof. To apply Theorem 1.7, we need to choose a suitable definable function g :
R4≥0 → R≥0. Let (r1, .., r4) ∈ R
4
≥0. We set g(r1, .., r4) := Πiri. By Theorem 1.7,
there exists a finite simplicial complex Υ′, a deformation retraction ψ′ : [i, e] ×
P
1,an
k → P
1,an
k with image Υ
′ and a function M ′ : Υ′ → R≥0 which satisfies the
following property. Let L/k be a non-Archimedean real valued field extension
of k and x ∈ P1,ank (L). Let γ = ψ
′(e, xL). There exists O ∈ OxL such that
(g ◦ hL)(O) = M
′(γ) and the open set (φanL )
−1(O) decomposes into the disjoint
union of homeomorphic copies of O via the morphism φanL .
Let xL have homogenous coordinates [a : 1]. By 2.2.1, if |a| ≤ 1 then the family
OxL is the set of Berkovich open balls around xL whose radius is bounded by 1. If
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|a| > 1 then OxL contains the set of Berkovich open balls around xL. As sketched
in 2.2.1, the radius of these Berkovich open balls can be expressed in terms of the
4-tuple hL(O).
Using 2.2.1 we see that if O ∈ OxL is a Berkovich open ball B(xL, r) then the
formula which relates the radius r to the tuple hL(O) varies according to the value
|a|. For this reason we modify the simplicial complex suitably. Let Z0 be the small-
est path-connected closed subspace that contains the set {0,∞} and Υ be a finite
simplicial complex that contains Υ′ ∪ Z0. The space P
1,an
k admits a deformation
retraction onto any finite sub graph. In particular there exists a deformation re-
traction ψ : [i, e] × P1,ank → P
1,an
k with image Υ. The function M
′ extends to a
function on Υ as follows. Let p ∈ Υ. We set M ′′(p) := M ′(ψ′(e, p)). The function
M ′′ : Υ→ R≥0 is well defined.
We now define M : Υ→ R≥0 which will imply Theorem 1.6.
M ′′(p) |T1(p)| < |T2(p)|
M(p) :=
{
M ′′(p)1/2 |T1(p)| = |T2(p)|
Min{1,M ′′(p)(|T1(p)|/|T2(p)|)
2} |T1(p)| > |T2(p)|
Using 2.2.1 it can be verified that the function M is bounded above by 1. It
remains to check that the functionM defined above satisfies the properties required
by Theorem 1.6. Let xL ∈ P
1,an
L (L) have homogenous coordinates [a : 1] and let xL
retract to the point p ∈ Υ via the retraction ψ.
Let |a| > 1. By Theorem 1.7, there exists O ∈ OxL such that the preimage of
O is the disjoint union of copies of O for the morphism φanL and also that g ◦ hL
achieves its maximal value at O amongst all elements of OxL which satisfy this
property. Let hL(O) = ((1, r), (1, 1)). It follows that that M
′′(p) = r. Observe
that since xL retracts to the point p via the retraction ψ, |(T1/T2)(p)| = |a|.
IfM(p) = 1 we must show that the preimage of the Berkovich open ball B(xL, 1)
decomposes into the disjoint union of copies of itself. It follows from the definition of
the functionM(p) that r ≥ 1/|a|2. Any O′ ∈ OxL such that hL(O
′) = ((1, s), (1, 1))
with s ≤ r must be such that its preimage for the morphism φanL is the disjoint
union of homeomorphic copies of itself. In particular we may choose O′ for which
hL(O
′) = ((1, 1/|a|2), (1, 1)). By 2.2.1 the open neighbourhood O′ is a Berkovich
open ball around xL of radius 1.
Let M(p) < 1. By definition of the function M we have that r < 1/|a|2. Using
2.2.1, we see that the open set O corresponds to the Berkovich open ball around
xL of radius r|a|
2. Let B(xL, s) be a Berkovich open ball around xL such that
its preimage decomposes into the disjoint union of homeomorphic copies of itself
via the morphism φanL . By 2.2.1, we have that hL(B(xL, s)) = ((1, s/|a|
2), (1, 1)).
Theorem 1.7 then implies that s ≤ r|a|2.
If |a| ≤ 1 then from our construction of Υ the point xL must retract to p ∈ Υ
such that |T1(p)| ≤ |T2(p)|. As done above, by our choice of g, the calculations in
Section 2.2.1 and Theorem 1.7, it can be shown that the preimage of the Berkovich
open ball B(xL,M(p)) for the morphism φ
an
L decomposes into the disjoint union
of homeomorphic copies of B(xL,M(p)) via the morphism φ
an
L . Furthermore, if
B(xL, s) is a Berkovich open ball such that its preimage splits into the disjoint
union of homeomorphic copies of B(xL, s) via φ
an
L then by 2.2.1, s ≤M(p).
That the function log(M) is piecewise linear on Υ follows from the fact that the
function log(M ′) is piecewise linear on the finite graph Υ′. 
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